What separates
the great from
the good...?

creativepool.com/jkr
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What a year!

The Annual is such an exciting time for us at Creativepool.
This year’s book is stacked full of 2015’s most inspirational
work, from exceptional agencies and talented individuals from
across the world.
As with the rest of the Creativepool platform, we are always
updating what we do. This year we overhauled and automated
the Annual’s judging process, and created a new People’s
Choice voting system. The People’s Choice exceeded our
expectations.
The Creativepool Annual is the world’s only creative awards
that has a people’s choice system - giving the community
a voice in who they think should be crowned the best in 21
distinct creative disciplines. We had an incredible 12,000
people cast votes this year.
Creativepool is a truly worldwide network and this is reflected
in the work submitted. This year we are proud to celebrate
the likes of 72andSunny Amsterdam, Landor, VCCP, AKQA,
MullenLowe, Bloomberg, and many more...
In 2015 we also created an Award as a part of the Annual, with
the Agency, Newcomer and Influencer of the Year all being
honoured. The Influencer of the Year had a fantastic response
with a truly global list of outstanding people battling to come
out on top.
We hope the work inside inspires you to create more and
push boundaries in 2016.
See you next year.
—
Michael Tomes
Founder
Creativepool
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Three D

Judges

Glen Southern
Founder, SouthernGFX
creativepool.com/southerngfx

Ines Palmas
Executive Producer, Plenty
creativepool.com/inespalmas

Ben Mauro
Senior Concept Designer & Art Director
creativepool.com/BenMauro

John Fox
Managing Director, Agent Bob Ltd
creativepool.com/JohnFox

Grzegorz Kukuś
CG Supervisor, Platige
creativepool.com/nes
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3D

Nucco Brain Studio
At First Sight
creativepool.com/nuccobrain

“My favourite piece in this category.
Lovely look: modern, well animated and
well paced.”
/ Glen Southern

Own Brief

Credits:
Nucco Brain are a visual storytelling studio and this short film completely
shows off their talents (as well as the pitfalls of modern-day mobile
addiction). Brian, a typical hipster type, finds himself constantly stopped
short of enjoying life, as his phone lures him in. When his smartphone
starts to rebel, Brian’s everyday takes an unexpected turn.

Director: Pedro Allevato
Producer/Animation Supervisor: Stefano Marrone
Project Manager: Sally Guelfi
Storyboarding: Vincenzo Lamolinara
Concept Artist: Andrea Realli
Visual Designer: Thomas Gutteridge
Lead Modeller/Texture: Pietro Licini
Rigger/TD : Matteo Dogliotti
Layout Artist and Lighting : Roberto Libralato
2D Effects: Ludivine Berthouloux
Compositing: Pedro Allevato
Lead Animator: Pedro Allevato
Animator: Leon Dexter
Sound Designer: Luis Antonio Rodrigues
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3D

Taylor James
Stagley
creativepool.com/taylorjames
Client
Volksbanken Raiffeisenbanken
Heimat Berlin asked Taylor James to create a fantasy forest creature to be used in
both animation and print for their client Volksbanken Raiffeisenbanken.
An open brief meant that Taylor James’ illustrators concepted the character design
iteratively, going through several rounds with 2D artists before making the move to
3D for modeling and sculpting (and it sounds intensive - even the antlers themselves
required their own separate round of development!). Volksbanken Raiffeisenbanken
wanted a bright, well-groomed character, so Taylor James went with short fur with
intricate, glowing veins throughout, to a beautiful result.

Credits:
Agency: Heimat Berlin
CGI, Animation, Retouch: Taylor James
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3D

INK
Land Rover
creativepool.com/weareink
Client
Land Rover

Award-winning production studio
INK gave us the inside scoop on
Land Rover’s new compact SUV – the
Discovery Sport. By taking the car
apart and putting it back, the agency
let car nerds and novices alike see
what goes into making a vehicle. Using
intricate CGI to break down individual
dimensions, this is a subtle look at how
3D can bring product to life.

“Technically awesome. The model
breakdowns were stunning.”
/ Glen Southern

Credits:
Agency: FP Creative
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People’s
3D
Choice

Bomper Studio
Marilyn 2k15
creativepool.com/bomperstudio
Own Brief
Boutique CGI and Design Studio Bomper got a little saucy, bringing an icon to 3D life.
Inspired by Coca-Cola’s I’ve Kissed Marilyn adverts, they merged a vintage feel with
expressive character design and hyper-real lighting and materials. Their tools may
have been Cinema4D and After Effects, but their creation is pure Bomper Studio,
mixing up a visual feast with the lightest of touches.

Credits:
Creative Director: Emlyn Davies
Studio Manager: Lewis Williams
Concept Artist & Animator: Josh Hicks
3D Artist: Pablo Parry
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Advertising: Broadcast

Judges

Dan Bennett
Managing Director, Absolute Post
creativepool.com/danbennett

Jonathan Trimble
CEO, 18 Feet & Rising
creativepool.com/18feetandrising

Stu Outhwaite
Creative Partner, Creature London
creativepool.com/StuOuthwaite

Michael Alexandor
Vice-president Marketing & Innovation, Bell Media
creativepool.com/StuOuthwaite

Adam Chiappe
Creative Director, Saatchi & Saatchi London
creativepool.com/AdamChiappe
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Advertising: Broadcast

Blair Barnette
Perfect Fit
creativepool.com/blairbarnette
Client
Honda

Credits:
What do you get when you mix a novel approach to feng shui and a
whimsical approach to design? Well, a Perfect Fit of course. It took Blair
Barnette 4500 props, 8 art department crew members and two days to
create the effect of a messy garage getting its mojo back, with a little
help from some simple tools and innovative design. The ideal way to bring
Honda’s meticulous playfulness to life.

Advertising Agency: Lost Boys
Designer: Blair Barnette
Production Designer: Blair Barnette
Prop Maker/Standby Carpenter: Dan Mort
Producer: Stephanie Zari
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Advertising: Broadcast

Strange Beast
Fly Robot, Fly
creativepool.com/StrangeBeast
Client
Ikea

To celebrate the joy of playing and Ikea’s
new toy range, Mother and Strange
Beast team up to tackle a seriously fun
script. Following a robot being taught
how to fly, the hand-crafted costumes
and puppeteering give the spot a
nostalgic feeling. It’s a job well done for
Strange Beast who know imagination is
the key when it comes to playtime. A
heartwarming twist reveals the stories
to be in the mind of a father and his
two kids… And we definitely want that
train-set.

“This brand has found an emotional
frequency and an executional style that
embodies the product and organisation
so well”
Credits:
/ Jonathan Trimble
Agency: Mother
Director: Daren Rabinovitch
Producer: Kate Turley
Editor: James Norris
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Advertising: Broadcast

VCCP
#becauseitschristmas
creativepool.com/vccp
Client
ASDA

Credits:
Executive Creative Director: Mark Orbine
Creative: Chris Willis
Account Director: Yasmine Mael
Account Manager: Samantha Daley
TV Producer: Helen Brownlie
Production Company: Moxie
Director: Neil Gorringe
Production Company Producer: Jessica Ensor
Music Supervisor: David Bass @ Platinum Rye

How do you cut through the Christmas crazy? Well, if you’re VCCP
for ASDA, with a dog in antlers. Ok, there’s much more to it than
that. Reminding viewers of the rituals of Christmas, this advert made
decorating your tree, putting up the lights and pulling at the office ‘do
seem new and exciting. VCCP’s innovative pop-culture twist on things
really brought ASDA’s offering to life, and gave Christmas classics a
new edge.
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People’s
Advertising:
Choice
Broadcast

72andSunny
Amsterdam
Find Your Magic
creativepool.com/72andSunnyams
Client
AXE

Departing from the masculine
stereotypes, Find Your Magic celebrated
individuality and men with kittens in
their beards. It was a strong move away
from traditional advertising aimed at
men, seeking to boost male confidence
and celebrate all strands of society.
Just the kind of radical work we expect
from the always innovative 72andSunny
Amsterdam.

Credits:
Director: Francois Rousselet
Production Company: Division Paris
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Advertising: Print

Judges

James Cross
Creative Group Head, McCann Manchester
creativepool.com/JamesCross

Geoff Gower
Executive Creative Director, ais London
creativepool.com/GeoffGower

Rafael Pitanguy
Creative Vice President/ ECD, Africa Agency
creativepool.com/RafaelPitanguy

Casa Hamid
Head of Design, J. Walter Thompson London
creativepool.com/CasaHamid

Matt Pye
Former Chief Operating Officer, Cheil UK
creativepool.com/mattpye
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Advertising: Print

ais London
I Wish My Son Was A Dog
creativepool.com/aisLondon
Client
Harrison’s Fund

Up against high-profile charities with
big budgets, ais London knew that they
needed an original press advert to raise
awareness of the plight of children with
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy. Their
solution was to directly challenge those
in the UK who are more likely to donate
to animal charities than children’s. This
ruse proved successful, driving not only
donations but debate around the role
of charity.
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Advertising: Print

The Community
You Give More Than Just Blood
creativepool.com/thecommunity
Client
The Government of the
City of Buenos Aires

The Community are an agency who
thrive on culture and collaboration –
which comes through in this ad for The
Government of the City of Buenos Aires.
Their ad makes raising awareness and
motivating people to give blood seem
simple. By focusing on making blood
donation a meaningful experience, they
show it’s not just about saving lives; but
giving people a chance to live on in their
evocative call to action: You Give More
Than Just Blood.

“Very nice work, typography and
illustrations are very nice”
/ Casa Hamid
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Advertising: Print

Tim Brookes
Rekindle Your Love Of A Real Book
creativepool.com/timbrookes
Client
Camden Lock Books

As e-book sales slow dramatically, Tim Brookes saw an opportunity to develop a
campaign with Camden Lock Books that both simply and beautifully highlighted the
benefit of print. Picking words from stories to create the headlines, these colourful
and eye-catching designs come to life off the page. As they say: you can’t put a
good book down, and this campaign shows readers why they should pick one up.

Credits:
Advertising Agency: RKCR/Y&R, UK
Executive Creative Director: Mark Roalfe
Creative Director: Tim Brookes
Art Directors: Tim Brookes, Lee Aldridge
Copywriters: Tim Brookes, Phil Forster
Photographer: Andy Green
Illustrator: Punkture
Typographer: Lee Aldridge
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Advertising: Print

People’s Choice

Alex Gourdol
Sell In One Click
creativepool.com/alexgourdol
Client
PriceMinister

Art director Alex Gourdol’s witty visual
references leave the reader in no
doubt there’s something fast afoot.
Emphasising just how quick it is to sell
your stuff with PriceMinister, these ads
use negative space to let you create the
whole picture.

Credits:
Advertising Agency: Lafayette Agency, Paris
General Manager: Serge Uzzan
Creative Director: Bernard Naville
Art Director: Alex Gourdol
Photographer: Hervé Plumet
Project Manager: François Kalifa
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A look back at

Twenty Fifteen

1. We united for Paris.
2. Star Wars awakened the force - not only in theatres.
3. Banksy brought us to Dismaland.
4. Airbnb dreamt big for the adventurous holiday maker.
5. Some of us fought for the ‘truth’.
6. Digital & Web overtook Advertising as the largest sector
in the industry, claiming 22% of the workforce.
7. Virtual Reality went mainstream.
8. Creativepool reached 190,000 users!
9. It was all about the GIF.
10. Sky and Skype were apparently way too similar.
11. 3D Printing explored new mediums.
12. Instagram overtook Twitter with 400 million monthly active users.
13. Our appetites came into the future.
14. Were we beach body ready?
15. Assemble wins the Turner Prize

Image Credits:
1. Jean Jullien, 2. James Wilson, 3. Dismaland, 4. Airbnb - TBWA\London,
5. Brandalism COP21, 11. Katjes, 13. Lernert & Sander X de Volkskrant,
14. Proteinworld, 15. Assemble & Brutalist Playground

2.

1.
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Animation

Judges

David Gioiella
Partner/Creative Director & Editor, Northern Lights
creativepool.com/DavidGioiella

Chris Jelly
Owner, Jelly
creativepool.com/ChrisJelly

Greg Barth
Director / Artist, Blink Ink
creativepool.com/gregbarth

Dan Howarth
Digital Creative Director, InterBrand
creativepool.com/danhowarth

Tom Judd
Director, Animade
creativepool.com/TomJudd
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Animation

Psyop
La Mer
creativepool.com/psyop
Client
Estee Lauder

Psyop create a charming animated tale of a man,
his curiosity and the importance of persistance.
This softly told story brings Estee Lauder’s La
Mer to life, emphasising the value of the natural
elements. The film takes time to unfold, asking the
viewer to treat it as more than a brand piece, it’s a
story in itself.

“I love this wispy illustrative style and
enchanting storytelling. A truly excellent
piece of work.”
/ Dan Howarth

Credits:
Director: Marie Hyon, Marco Spier
Producer: Ryan Mack
Associate Producer: Matt Creeden, Chelsea Hyon
Writer: Raven Burnett, Alicia Van Couvering
Designer: Kim Dulaney, Pedro Lavin, Erika Lee, Andrew Park
Previz Artist: Pat Porter
Rigger: Marie Raoult
Lighter: Susie Jang
2D Animator: Tim Beckhardt, Barbara Benas,
Marika Cowan, Tyler Dibiasio, Anthony Ferrara,
Andy Kennedy, Tucker Klein, Blake Patrick,
Harry Teitelman
Storyboard Artist: Ben Chan
Compositor: Herculano Fernandes,
Anthony Ferrara, Manu Gaulot, Carl Mok
Editor: Victor Barczyk, Sarra Idris, Andrew Jenson
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Animation

VCCP
Make Them Giants
creativepool.com/vccp
Client
O2

Credits:
Executive Creative Director: Darren Bailes
Creative Director: Jonny Parker & Chris Birch
Art Director: Tom Houser
Copywriter: Christoper Keatinge
Business Director: Rob Payne
Planner: Martin Coomber
Agency Producer: Ben Honour
Media Agency: Forward
Production Company: Blink Ink
Director: Elliot Dear
Executive Producer: James Stevenson Bretton
Post-production: ETC
Colourist: Houmam
Audio post-production: Factory

As part of O2's Wear the Rose campaign, VCCP made sporting
men into giants. The film follows England Captain Chris
Robshaw, Mike Brown and Courtney Lawes as they grow in
size and inspire those around them. It took 12-months in the
making, featured over 6500 hand-drawn frames, 74 handpainted backgrounds, and the 2D animation was created by
30 animators. Time, effort and man-power well spent.
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Animation

Plenty / Jelly London
We Need To Talk About Alice
creativepool.com/jellyLondon
Client
Good Books

Jelly London’s award-winning animators, Plenty,
get surreal turning familiar characters from Alice
in Wonderland into bad-ass folk. They’re a bookeating and knowledge thirsty gaggle too, showing
in a unique way the importance of reading. This
energetic and colourful animation is a short-film
to help promote the concept of Good Books; a
not-for-profit charity that supports Oxfam.

“A worthwhile idea that has been
considerately and imaginatively
executed. Fantastic animation.”
/ Chris Page

Credits:
Agency: String Theory
Production Company: Plenty / Jelly London
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People’s
Animation
Choice

Nicholas Edmondson
Welcome to Amsterdam
creativepool.com/nicholasedmondson
Own Brief

Nicholas Edmondson is a creative artworker and
motion designer at Live & Breathe. After a trip to
Amsterdam, Edmondson created an animation
based on the city and its architecture, landscapes
and transport systems. The coolest tourist
information video you could want, as blues and
oranges take us from docks to countryside.
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Application

Judges

Michael Olaye
Head of Technology & Innovation, Havas Worldwide
creativepool.com/magictuscan

Tim Malbon
Founding Partner, Made by Many
creativepool.com/TimMalbon

Nick Bailey
Chief Creative Officer, Isobar EMEA
creativepool.com/nickbailey

Sacha Reeb
Executive Creative Director, Critical Mass
creativepool.com/sachareeb

Christopher Lee Ball
Executive Customer Experience Director, DigitasLBi
creativepool.com/ChrisBall
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Application

Acorns
Acorns App
creativepool.com/acorns

Own Brief
Ever wanted to make an investment, but ya know - you’re skint? Well, that
doesn’t matter with Acorn. They take your loose change from everyday
purchases and invest it for you. So, you can begin conversations about
your stock portfolio, and not be lying. It’s called micro-investing and you
can do it from your pocket. Sweet.

Credits:
VP of Design - David Keegan
Product Designer - Greg Christian
Junior Designer - Andrew Lee
Design Intern - Matt Zelazo
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Application

Soak Digital
World in Figures
creativepool.com/soakdigital
Client
The Economist

This beautiful looking and easy-to-use
app connects you to the world, giving
you data at your fingertips and great
facts to impress with down the pub. And
you might come for the new content
from The Economist, but you stay for
the design.

“A solid experience, sensitively designed
with real consideration and some lively
touches, this demonstrates that dense
content can be delivered delightfully.”
/ Nick Bailey

Credits:
Agency: Soak Digital
Creative Director: Rich Brown
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Application

The Monkeys
Here
creativepool.com/themonkeys
Clients
University of Sydney

Here made it easy to explore campus
life at the University of Sydney, with an
intuitive design that allows users to stop
the film at any point in the narrative
and explore on their own terms. Shot
with 360° cameras, visitors can follow
five different stories and with over 20%
international students and academics,
Here definitely saves prospective
overseas students some money on
airfare.
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Application

KidDotCo
Ibbleobble
creativepool.com/kiddotco
Client
Ibbleobble

KidDotCo are a creative collective made up of Mike Kidd and Paul Jamie Kidd, the
brains behind Ibbleobble. This interactive and magic-looking little app helps children
of all ages to learn new words, maths and more. You can let kids learn at their own
pace, and the easy-to-use UX means that for little’uns it feels like a game. Adults
can get in on the act too!

Credits:
Branding Designer: Paul Jamie Kidd
Co Founder, Designer & Developer: Mike Kidd

People’s Choice
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Website translation for the
company behind type
Words by Rebecca Arnold
Lead Project Manager for the Monotype website project at
Creative Translation. Rebecca has a BA (Hons) in German
and French, an MA in Translation – and a passion for type!

Swiss burger in an English pub
Thought that might get your attention. But what exactly
have burgers and pubs got to do with branding? And more
specifically, the translation of brands? Well, you’ll find this line
on Monotype’s recently redesigned website, which the worldrenowned type foundry asked us to translate into German.
It’s a type sample line (for Joanna Sans NovaTM), and just one
small part of the brand’s web content, which is also packed
with type terminology and technical expertise, and peppered
with creative lines and type-related wordplay. All things which
must be localised, or retained in translation. And exactly the
kind of challenge we relish at Creative Translation!
Here we’d like to give you a snapshot into our world (which
rather neatly, is the world of creative translation), with special
focus on localisation of the Monotype website.

the content. For Monotype this is authoritative, yet playful.
They’re highly respected leaders in their field, and at the same
time enjoy being creative with language. This must come
through as the brand connects with its German audience, too.

Note to self… don’t get distracted playing with the font
samples on the website… it’s so much fun…
Day 8 – Keyword Research and SEO optimisation
Working with SEO specialists Maxus on this one… 130+
English keywords to research in German, and weave into our
translations. I find SEO fascinating, seeing how the average
monthly search volumes of the German keywords compare,
and which German keywords we should be using in order to
create optimised web content… Then integrating the search
optimised terms before Monotype’s German team review the
copy. And finally, translating and optimising the URLs, Meta
Descriptions and other SEO content.

A sort of “project in the life of” Creative.
Day 12 – Localisation of creative lines
Or rather, “a few days in the life of a project in the life of
Creative”. But I’ve seen snappier titles. Let’s call it “Dear
Diary”… (more on that Swiss burger a bit later, by the way).
Day 1 December 2015 – the project begins!
SO excited that we’ve been asked to translate Monotype’s
website into German. Hard deadline for the website launch
is end of January? Wow, that’s pretty tight. Is this going to
be possible? Quick cup of tea, then down to work. OK, let’s
make a list… we love a list… First things first, put together our
specialised translator / editor team. Create master documents,
translation brief, and a work planner. So much to do, and a
tight deadline! Really interesting subject matter, though!

The linguists have completed the transcreations. My favourite
bit, seeing how they have adapted these lines. The creative
straplines, headings and font sample lines are witty and
playful, and we need to retain this in translation.
“A Swiss burger in an English pub”? “Schweizer Käse im
englischen Pub”. OK, so that’s “Swiss cheese in an English pub”.
A slight variation on the English wording, our editor comments
that Swiss cheese is more recognisably Swiss than Swiss
burgers, for the German audience. The delicacy has been
localised, but without losing the flavour of the original line.
Yikes, I am starting to think in puns!
Day 22 – working hard on the project…

Day 3 – translation and editing begin in earnest
Translation is under way. Responding to any linguist queries,
making sure everything is understood… Checking that
we’re retaining the brand’s personality and tone of voice in

White Christmas? I’m dreaming about type… We are using
some of the available time between Christmas and New Year
to review all materials produced so far and plan for the start
of 2016.
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Day 33 – shops, final copy, tight deadlines…
Monotype have an online shop! (that’s new). Very nice stuff…
Final few pages for translation which need to be turned
around quickly… we knew these were coming, so with a little
planning our excellent translator and editor were able to jump
to it. We’ll totally get it done on time…

Note to self: Try not to get distracted by the Monotype shop…
It’s such nice stuff…
Day 37 – Monotype reviews our translations
Just sent the last of the files to Monotype for review by their
German team in Berlin. Feels like judgment time in a TV bake
off. We have done a great job; I hope they like our translations!
The website is populated by Monotype…
Really pleased to receive great feedback from Monotype. It’s
been brilliant to be involved in this project, and to help such
a respected and innovative company reach their German
audience.
We’ve done our bit for now, the copy is being uploaded to the
CMS by Monotype’s web team…
End of January 2016 – Phase 1 of the website launch!
Monotype.de is live, and looks amazing!
Sleep… ;-)
So there you have it, now you know what burgers and pubs
have got to do with global branding…

I hope you’ve enjoyed this glimpse into our brand translation
service. As a self-confessed typophile, this was a hugely
satisfying project for me. At Creative we are lucky enough to
work with many wonderful brands around the world, adapting
their creative campaigns, tone of voice and brand identities,
and guiding these creative concepts through different cultural
landscapes.
It’s something we are all passionate about at Creative
Translation. No two days are the same and we wouldn’t
change it for the world!

Creative Translation
T: +44 (0)20 7294 7710
E: info@creativetranslation.com
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Branding

Judges

Christopher Nurko
Global Chairman, FutureBrand Worldwide
creativepool.com/ChristopherNurko

Robin Karakash
Managing Director, VCCP Berlin
creativepool.com/robinkarakash

Chris Tymon
Creative Director, Toast Design
creativepool.com/christymon

Tosh Hall
Creative Director, jones knowles ritchie New York
creativepool.com/toshhall

Neil Davidson
Managing Partner, HeyHuman
creativepool.com/neildavidson
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Branding

jones knowles ritchie
Young’s
creativepool.com/jkr
Client
Young's & Co Brewery

jones knowles ritchie were brought on board
to design the identity for a homegrown London
brewery that owns and operates nearly 120 pubs.
They explored what made each of these pubs
unique, and incorporated it into the designs. The
finished signs each have idiosyncratic elements,
felt fresh and exciting, and yet still feel part of the
Young’s & Co family.

Credits:
Creative Director: John Ewles
Designer: Sean Lingwood
Senior Account Manager: Andrew Gill
Account Manager: Christopher Sharpe
Global Marketing Director: Matt Parkes
Marketing Manager: Amy Maw
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Branding

Landor
A remarkable new brand language
creativepool.com/landor
Client
Etihad

Landor were challenged to bring luxury
back to travel – and they’ve succeeded
in the new brand identity for Etihad. The
rich golds and browns, and tessellation
effect, are immediately attention
grabbing – meaningfully tapping into a
design language of modern Arabia. The
identity spans everything from branding
to on-board beverages, so there’s a
touch of luxury at every step of the
journey.
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Branding

jones knowles ritchie
Wheaties
creativepool.com/jkr
Client
General Mills
Credits:
Wheaties are an iconic breakfast cereal, who have always
championed sporting heroes. But as the cereal shelves of
supermarkets become crowded, what could make them stand
out? How about bright orange background, black and white
photos of sporting stars and striking white text. And with a
load of merch ideas too (Beaties, anyone?), it looks like a fresh
new start.

Managing Director: Sara Hyman
Creative Director: Tosh Hall
Design Director: Danny D’Arcy
Designer: Saskia Naidu
Designer: Ryan Thacker
Photographer: Jack Jeffries
Retoucher: Matthew Coluccio
Typographer: Andy Baron
Senior Account Manager: Terence Sanchez
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Branding
People’s Choice

DixonBaxi
Eurosport
creativepool.com/dixonbaxi
Client
Eurosport

This complete rebrand of an already
iconic sporting channel looks like
it could have been a challenge. But
DixonBaxi handled it with aplomb.
The new logo is sharp, with one star
now giving a sense of universality to
Eurosport. The result? A modern brand
that is confident in being a destination
for immersive viewing.

“Coherent, modern, fits to the brand,
good refresh of the logo. very well
executed across the board.”
/ Robin Karakash

Credits:
Brand Theme & Sound Design: MassiveMusic

CELEBRATING THE VERY
BEST CREATIVE WORK
ACROSS ALL DISCIPLINES

Plus

INSPIRING IMAGES, PRACTICAL TUTORIALS, EXPERT ADVICE

SPECIAL OFFER

a huge
archive of
creative
resources

FOR CREATIVE PROFESSIONALS AND STUDENTS:

SAVE 40%
ON AN ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION.

SIMPLY CALL 0844 856 0644
OR ORDER SECURELY ONLINE AT

WWW.IMAGINESUBS.CO.UK/CP16
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Digital

Judges

Andrew Day
Creative Director, mrm-meteorite
creativepool.com/andrewday

Christophe Nutoni
Creative Director, Instinct Creatif Communication
creativepool.com/instinctcreatif

Andrew Shebbeare
Founding Partner & Global Innovation Director, Essence Digital
creativepool.com/andrewshebbeare

Carl Uminski
Co-founder & COO, Somo Global
creativepool.com/CarlUminski

David Joubert
Executive Creative Director, GPY&R
creativepool.com/davidjoubert
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Digital

TMW Unlimited
#BiggerIssues
creativepool.com/tmwunlimited
Clients
Lynx, Unilever

TMW Unlimited, with Lynx and CALM, co-developed the
#BiggerIssues campaign, which aimed to counteract all the
trivial conversations aimed at young men. Forget manbuns,
Top Gear and superfoods – this was all about turning the
conversation towards a much more important topic: male
suicide. The organic social reach of the #BiggerIssues
synchronised messages on November 19th surpassed 23
million – and because of the campaign, even Parliament had
their first ever debate on male suicide.
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Digital

ais London
The Attention Test
creativepool.com/aisLondon
Client
ŠKODA

ais London took the ŠKODA Fabia’s 'Attention Stealing Design’ to a whole
new level. Their video content challenges that when you look at the
car, you won’t notice a complete changing background. By encouraging
people to watch the video again (and again), this piece of content
received 24 million web impressions worldwide, from news sources, blogs
and friends. That’s what happens when science meets digital.
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Digital

72andSunny Amsterdam
Find Your Magic - INSTAGROOM
creativepool.com/72andSunnyams
Client
AXE

Part of AXE’s pretty radical ‘Find Your Magic’
campaign, which departed from a typical hypermasculine message, their Instagroom account really
took off. Guys asked grooming questions ranging
from styling a mohawk to how to iron a shirt, and
were rewarded with some stylish online tutorials.

“Execution is good - relatable,
compelling and blissfully short.
Delivers the authentic feel.”
– Andrew Shebbeare
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Digital People’s Choice

Bloomberg
Digital Signage, Times Square
creativepool.com/bloomberg
Client:
Morgan Stanley
Imagine, amongst the bustling of Times Square, looking up
and seeing 7 screens, spanning 13,000 square ft (that’s a
full city block wide), all running on live data. Well, thanks
to Bloomberg’s work with Morgan Stanley, that’s a reality.
Combining art, data and technology, the platform creates
over 2000 pieces of content a day. That’s mega-digital stuff.

Credits:

VFX: Framestore
Account Manager: Carl Fischer
Global Creative Director: Damian Totman
Executive Producer: Adam Jenkins
Project Manager: Nell Eberhardt
2D Animator: Fede Saenz
Creative Director: Lutz Vogel
2D Animator: Brian Sensebe
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Direct Mail

Judges

Matt Cockerton
Art Director, Cubiqdesign
creativepool.com/MattCockerton

Preston Rutt
Associate Creative Director, TMW
creativepool.com/PrestonRutt

Vaughan Townsend
Creative Director, LIDA
creativepool.com/VaughanTownsend

Paul Snoxell
Creative Director, Partners Andrews Aldridge
creativepool.com/PaulSnoxell
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Direct Mail

Gravity Thinking
Hendrick’s Hypnagoggles
creativepool.com/gravitythinking
Client
Hendrick’s
Gravity Thinking created a unique
and immersive experience that builds
the Hendrick’s brand story - the
Hypnagoggles, a bizarre-looking kit
designed to work with a mobile phone
to deliver a ‘series of hypnagogic
audio treatments while drinking a G&T’.
These kits were sent to 500 of the
most influential Hendrick’s Society
of the Unusual members, as well as
new users who were driven through
Gravity Thinking’s own media campaign,
handpicked for influence via their Klout
score.

“A standout example of influencer
outreach. This beautiful mailing would
have made a real impact with its carefully
chosen recipients.”
/ Preston Rutt

Credits:
Senior Account Manager: Charlotte Bird
Graphic and Digital Designer: Joana Couto
Creative: Kylie Lewis
Creative Director: Martyn Gooding
Art Director: Ben Carroll
Junior Planner: Georgia Zervudachi
Business Director: Michaela MacIntyre
Managing Partner: Stephen Firth
Planner: Warren Dell
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Direct Mail

Mr. President
Last Great Malts
creativepool.com/mrpresident
Client
Bacardi / Last Great Malts

“We poured ourselves a dram, and set
about hatching how we could bring five
unique Malt whiskies to market - the
Last Great Malts”. As well as building all
five whiskys a brand expression (and
website) from scratch, Mr. President
applied their native digital expertise: a
digital programme that connected malt
enthusiasts with specialist stores who
wanted to stock these new premium
brands. And that’s the cleverest part
of this massive project - matching
buyers to stockists at the moment of
release, and linking influential drinkers
and enthusiasts who drove awareness
of the brand to online and real-world
purchasing opportunities.
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Direct Mail

MBA
Digital Dave - The Personalised Hologram
creativepool.com/mba
Client
O2

MBA are a relentlessly ambitious bunch.
O2 partnered with them for a hand in
persuading their top target business
clients to make the switch. Their
solution was to create bespoke content
for each prospect; key decision makers
at every target business. Digital Dave
is a holographic advisor who magically
appears inside the box and explains why
they should switch to O2. This allowed
them to greet each target client by
name, and tell them what O2 can do to
help their business specifically. And so
far, their response rate is at 22%. Nice
one Dave!

Credits:
ECD: Graham Kerr
Creatives: Tom Howard, Mark Wilson,
Jack Gallon, Debbie Leighton
Director of Planning: James Devon
Planner: Caitlin Evans
Designer: Joss Dickinson
Production: Matt Hitchcock,
Vicky Kioutsouki, Rodrigo Marquez
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Direct Mail

VCCPme
The Children’s Society - Growing Pains
creativepool.com/vccp
Client
The Children’s Society

This is a harrowing campaign revealing the horrific impact of sexual
abuse on children, and how it can happen anywhere, to the average child,
in the average home. The TV spot begins happily enough, but soon takes
a sinister turn in following a young girl named Emily through familiar and
significant milestones reminiscent of any person’s childhood, through the
motif of a height chart marked on the wall (which VCCP later sent out as
direct mail in full, child-size height). It begins with innocent memories
such as being tall enough to ride the roller-coaster, then takes a dark turn
as the camera pans up to focus on memories of drug abuse, sexual abuse
and torment. It’s part of The Children’s Society’s Seriously Awkward
campaign, which calls upon the Government to ensure that police have
the necessary means to protect 16-17 year olds from sexual exploitation.

People’s Choice

Credits:
Creative Director: Michael Quinn
Account Director: Jessica Aspinall
Planner: Chloe McMahon
Producer: Ed Mueller
Film Production: Mustard London
Director: Sam Miller
Producer: Matt Hichens
Editor: Quin Willliams @ tenthree
VFX: Electric Theatre Collective
Music: Deborah Burrett

DEEPDIVEs are Creativepool’s assemblies of industry leaders
in which we delve into the issues surrounding the sometimes
precarious balance of creativity, technology and innovation
within the world of advertising and design. This is a necessity
for us to grow and embrace our ever-evolving futures. Have
an idea or issue you would like to discuss by bringing together
top minds?
Get in touch
marketing@creativepool.com
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Experiential

Judges

Jamie McCracken
Insight Director, Protein
creativepool.com/JamieMcCracken

Nick Darken
Group Creative Partner, Albion
creativepool.com/nickdarken

Dylan Bogg
Chief Creative Officer, Big Dog Agency
creativepool.com/DylanBogg

Jon Andrews
Managing Partner & Head of Innovation, Ogilvy & Mather
creativepool.com/JonAndrews

Matt Chapman
Creative Director, Contagious
creativepool.com/MattChapman
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Experiential

AKQA
The Last Shot
creativepool.com/akqa
Client
Jordan Brand

AKQA set out to re-establish a connection between
the iconic Jordans and their sports performance
roots - so fans can ‘follow the footsteps of the man
behind the brand and relive the moments that
changed the sport forever’. And that truly is what
they’ve pulled off. You have to see this in action to
appreciate the sheer effort and attention to detail
that went into crafting this experience. It’s no
wonder it also won at Lions, Clio and LIA.
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Experiential

Platige Image
Romeo & Juliet
creativepool.com/platigeimage
Client
Let It Show Production

‘3D Live Theatre’ - this project is a
masterful application of existing and
emerging mediums. At most, it’s the
birth of a whole new one. Combining
stereoscopic set design and technology
with traditional live action acting (with
a script by The Bard himself, no less),
Platige in partnership with Russian
production company Let It Show
Production bring to life a timeless story
using futuristic concepts and surreal
effects to put on a performance you’d
never catch in a traditional theater.

“Great idea, starting to push the
boundaries of live performance.”
/ Matt Chapman
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Experiential

TMW Unlimited
Lynx Black Space
creativepool.com/tmwunlimited
Client
Lynx, Unilever

TMW developed Lynx’s personality, and delivered a fresh
message via a bespoke shop ‘where guys can discover and
reignite their passions’ just off Brick Lane. It’s demonstrably
a more mature approach for the brand: the shop’s tenure
included a talk in partnership with CALM, featuring Scroobius
Pip and Rufus Hound discussing Modern Masculinity. It’s a far
cry from scantily clad girls; they ‘just don’t cut it any more,’
according to TMW Unlimited. And, thank God, they’re right.
More of this, please!

Credits
Associate Design Director: Robert Sindermann
Lead Creative Designer: Lorena Teruel
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Experiential

Bloomberg
The stories behind the things you buy
creativepool.com/bloomberg

‘We wanted people to re-look at the products they use, and understand
that business isn’t static. It’s ever-evolving.’ Bloomberg’s idea of the
‘business of things’ works hard to illustrate the insight and hidden
stories behind everyday products and services. First, they made a book
illustrating stories behind everyday products (informed by their own
insights), then took a closer look at some of the things people encounter
each day to discover a less-expected side of everyday business.
They built pop-up shops in London and the US where they displayed
commonly-used products (laundry detergent, toothpaste, canned salmon,
bottled water) with accompanying stories to showcase more hidden,
unexpected stories behind modern businesses.

Credits:
Global Creative Director: Damian Totman
Producer: Justin Malko
Data Editor: Edward Adams
Copywriter: Phil Chubb

People’s Choice

Uncover Your Worth
April 2016

Salary Survey and Insight
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Graphic

Judges

David Gibbons
Director, Puck Studio
creativepool.com/davidgibbons

Mark Hopkins
Founder, BCMH (Bravo Charlie Milk Hotel)
creativepool.com/markhopkins

Andy Breese
Head of Art & Design, Publicis
creativepool.com/andybreese

Adriana Ionica
Head of Graphic Department, Abis Studio
creativepool.com/ardeiana

Jon Vallance
Design Director, Pearlfisher
creativepool.com/JonVallance
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Graphic

jones knowles ritchie
PG tips: Refreshing Tea
creativepool.com/jkr
Client
Unilever

Credits:

jones knowles ritchie bring PG tips back to its iconic origins, and add
a contemporary and playful twist. Inspired by the brand’s creative
platform ‘Keep it Tea’, they’ve properly stripped down the messaging to
‘unearth the very essence of what makes PG tips distinctive’ - and the
result is a great example of powerful reductive graphic design. There’s
a fun interaction of translucent green and red that evokes a light and
fresh feel, and at the same time provide a visual function that’s applied
throughout the rest of the project.

Creative Director: Sean Thomas
Design Director: Brett Stabler
Designer: Luke Thompson
Designer: Brigitte Ritchie
Strategy Director: Lee Rolston
Group Account Director: Tom Bruce
Account Manager: Lizzie Anders
Global Marketing Director: Matt Parkes
Marketing Manager: Amy Maw
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Graphic

Despina Kannaourou
10th Limassol Documentary Festival
creativepool.com/despinakannaourou
Client
Limassol Documentary Festival

Cyprus’ 10th Limassol Documentary Festival’s identity is given a fresh, clean and uncluttered
contemporary treatment by Creative Director and Graphic Designer Despina Kannaourou. She
executes masterfully around the central idea of a three-dimensional roman numeral X, with an
unusual colour palette around the bold geometric graphic. It’s beautiful.

“There is a satisfying execution of the
identity throughout the project, using the
colours to great effect and making even
the ticket stubs beautiful!”
/ David Gibbons, Puck Studio
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Graphic

Alessandro Monaco
Chroma Balance
creativepool.com/alessandromonaco
Client
Heimtextil / Messe Frankfurt

Alessandro was commissioned by WGSN to create
an immersive and dynamic video installation inside
the Technology Cocoon of the Heimtextil Theme
Park 2016 in Frankfurt. There’s artistic use of
motion, shapes, colours and fades applied in this
‘geometrical and animated journey’, to seriously
satisfying effect.

Credits:
Comissioner: WGSN
Art Director & Motion Designer: Alessandro Monaco
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Graphic

Bloomberg
Business is unexpected
creativepool.com/bloomberg

A marketing campaign to promote the newly re-skinned and re-designed Bloomberg
website, this project uses minimalist design to illustrate how business has changed,
and doesn’t have one, but many definitions. It tells a visually interesting story, and
backs up its claims with Bloomberg’s own thorough research.

Credits:
Global Creative Director: Damian Totman
Copywriter: Phil Chubb

People’s Choice
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Pool Parties 2015

Cannes
Creativepool took the Pool Party to Cannes in 2015! And unlike
London, this time, we actually had a pool. Industry influencers
from across the creative sector came together with teams
from Grey, Unilever, Google, Barclays, Getty Images, BMW,
RGA, Sapient, Creative Circle, 72andsunny, Cheil, Framestore,
and more. The Massive Music DJs came down after the
AMMMMAZING party they had the night before. There was a
surprise performance - that everyone remembers - from the
lovely acrobats at Talent & Productions, who were floating in a
bubble in the pool. We’re buzzing to return to Cannes in 2016!
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London
Creativepool is now established for connecting advertising,
creative and digital agencies and their clients, bringing
together the industry’s top bods to hang out with colleagues,
friends and generally like-minded creative folk for a few
drinks, networking, and a night of inspiration. Last September,
Creativepool's London Pool Party took place once again in the
throbbing creative heart of Shoreditch.
Senior leaders and decision makers from the creative industry
came together for a unique evening, with attendees from
Apple, the BBC, Barclays, Corbis, JKR, Ogilvy, Media Monks,
Publicis, Geometry Global, Shots, FT and more... But our
parties are more than just parties, we bring the latest in
innovation to you.
2015’s Pool Party had us hanging out with Bjork and flying Red
Bull air racers, Creative Translation were blowing minds with
close-up magic, Taylor James transported people poolside
with live cinemagraphing, Lemonade Agency built a beautiful
mini-gallery with their illustration work, and tunes from Audio
Network thrummed throughout while the party powered on.
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Illustration

Judges

Nicki Field
Head of Illustration, Jelly London
creativepool.com/nickifield

Jean Jullien
Illustrator & Founder, Jean Jullien Studio Ltd
creativepool.com/JeanJullien

Angela Dunning
Artist Representative, i2iart
creativepool.com/i2iart

Peter Richardson
Illustrator & Founder, Peter Richardson Illustration
creativepool.com/PeterRichardson

Jim Root
Creative Director, Cramer-Krasselt
creativepool.com/jimroot
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Illustration

The Community
Never Stop Riding
creativepool.com/thecommunity
Client
City of Buenos Aires

This is a slightly surreal take on what
could be taken as a dry subject (Buenos
Aires’ 24 hour bike service). It’s both
bizarre and beautiful enough to demand
a commuter’s attention - you’re forced
to stop and look!

“The perfect combination of a great
concept and a beautiful execution. Such
a fresh smart idea. You can’t help but
smile at this series. Each one leaves you
looking forward to the next.”
/ Jim Root
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Illustration
“I love this series. The cutout
approach feels fresh. From the vibrant
complimentary colour palette to the
complex, yet simple execution. The
attention to detail and craftsmanship is
absolutely beautiful.”
- Jim Root

Eiko Ojala
Gun Violence
creativepool.com/eikoojala
Client
New York Times

A series of illustrations for the New York Times about the States’ trouble with gun
violence. Estonia-based illustrator and graphic designer Eiko Ojala makes impressive
use of his signature moves, ‘studying the forms of shapes and working closely with
light-and-shadow’. The delivery is as clever as the message is important.
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Illustration

Casmic LAB
30th International Film Fest of València Cinema Jove
creativepool.com/casmiclab
Client
International Film Festival of Valencia / Cinema Jove

A whole design campaign for the 30th International Film
Festival of Valencia, Casmic LAB delivered everything from
poster design to adaptations for covers, diary programmes,
invitations, brochures, catalogues, press passes, bus
advertisements, subway billboards, flags and an upcoming TV
teaser. It’s terrifically well-composed, and the style strikingly
distinctive.
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Illustration
People’s Choice

Jonathan Williams
Metropolitan Police: Here for London
creativepool.com/jonathanwilliams
Client
Metropolitan Police Service

The Metropolitan Police provide a world-class
service for London. On the streets and in the
community they’re committed to making the city
safe and secure - a role that hasn’t changed in
more than 180 years. The Met asked Jonathan to
illustrate 23 of the police officers and staff you’re
most likely to see when you’re out and about in
the city, and he delivers with the most fun and
friendly collection of peacekeepers you’re likely
to see all year.
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Interior

Judges

Raj Wilkinson
Joint Managing Director & Creative Director, JHP Design
creativepool.com/rajwilkinson

Alison Cardy
Managing Director, HMKM
creativepool.com/AlisonCardy

Jimmy MacDonald
Show Director & Founder, Tent & Super Brands London
creativepool.com/jmacdonald

Amanda Baldwin
Senior Associate, Gensler
creativepool.com/AmandaB

Brendan Heath
Associate Director, SHH Architects & Interior Designers
creativepool.com/BrendanHeath
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Interior

SHH Architects and
Interior Designers
Ricoh Arena
creativepool.com/SHH
Client
Ricoh Arena & Levy Restaurants

SHH Architects and Interior Designers were
commissioned to design the interiors and branding
for a new bakery and brasserie-style restaurant at
the Ricoh Arena in Coventry. They used Coventry’s
link to industry throughout the design, in the
installation of picture rails (for hanging archive
black and white photographs of old industrial
scenes in Coventry), the display of old factory
moulds that had been used for casting metal, and
old style butchers’ bicycles up-cycled to display
signage. It’s a beautiful and well-informed space
that SHH have created here, and we really want to
visit.

Credits:
Interior Designer: Brendan Heath
Senior Interior Designer: Deirdre Hayes
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Interior

Shaun Mills
Jungle Mural
creativepool.com/shaunmills
Client
Habitat

Shaun Mills created this sixty-square-metre mega
mural for Habitat’s SS16 press show, covering five
walls over four metres tall. He says it’s ‘all done
with a few (maybe more) boxes of trusty Posca
pens. Working on site and during opening times
at Habitat’s flagship store, me and my team of
assistants [had] only a week to execute this piece
from start to finish.’ Wow.
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Interior

“It feels luxurious without being
exclusive and there is a beautiful
warmth in the material palette.”
/ Alison Cardy

JHP
Amouage MCC Store
creativepool.com/jhpdesign
Client
Amouage

JHP went to Oman to create a brand new store in Muscat City Centre
mall for Amouage, the international luxury fragrance brand owned by the
Omani Royal family. They set out to create a space with ‘an overwhelming
sense of luxury, grace and tradition’. Four-metre-high windows, productspecific finishes to distinct ‘zones’ within the store supported by accent
colours in furniture that’s curated to add personality to each range all
work together to pull it off. JHP were also up against a challenge in the
tricky L-shape of the corner store, so they did well to plan everything
intelligently enough to offer a ‘readable’ space for all the products.
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Interior

Innersmile
Phoenix Youth Space
creativepool.com/innersmile
Client
Surrey Council

Innersmile were tasked by Surrey Council with
creating an age-appropriate ‘Youth Space’. They
crafted an appealing design, brought to life and
connected to the audience through bold graphics,
and they’ve kept it vibrant and interesting by
changing pace and themes in each room.

Credits:
Creative Director: Anoop Randerwala

People’s Choice
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OOH

Judges

Mark Hunter
Executive Creatve Director, SapientNitro London
creativepool.com/MarkHunter1

Nick Bell
Executive Creatve Director, Fallon
creativepool.com/NickBell

Dave Sewards
CEO, Home Agency
creativepool.com/davesewards

Stacy Knight
Director of Futures & Content, JCDecaux
creativepool.com/staceyknight

Matthew Dearden
CEO, Home Agency
creativepool.com/MatthewDearden
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OOH

Ivory
What’s The Time Mr. Wolf
creativepool.com/ivory
Client
J2O

Working with BBH, Ivory took to Birmingham for this content spot for J2O to catch
real reactions from members of the public (reactions, that is, to an animated wolf
trying to eat them). Crafty as wolves themselves, they managed it by equipping a
custom-built sports bag with a hidden camera, which allowed them to shoot very
closely and capture these great moments of surprise and - let’s be honest - hilarious
terror.

Credits:
Agency: BBH London
Animation: RAD London

“Finally someone using OOH as it can
now be used.”
/ Dave Dewards
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OOH

MullenLowe
Tube Strike
creativepool.com/mullenlowelondon
Client
Sure UK

MullenLowe take tactical advantage of
London’s biggest tube strike in a decade.
Going up across digital 48-sheet posters
around central London the afternoon
before the strike, this campaign cleverly
exploits the situation, in perhaps the most
ideal place imaginable, to deliver Sure’s ‘It
won’t let you down’.

Credits:
“Strong, clear, relevant message that
achieves distinctiveness despite clutter,
and the strong art direction combines
the ideas into a simple and likeable
image.”
/ Matthew Dearden

Chief Creative Officer: Dave Henderson
ECD: Richard Denney
Global Creative Director: Christine Jones
Creative Team: James Millers and Andy Long
PlanneR: Becky Taylor-Wilkinson
Account Team: Gareth Sheehy and Javier Passerieu
Designer: Ryan Self, Elisabeth Bolzon
Agency Producers: Bel January
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OOH

“Effective - who wouldn’t want a photo
with a raptor?”
/ Nick Darken

JCDecaux
Jurassic World
creativepool.com/jcdecaux
Client
Universal Pictures

In a campaign approved by Spielberg himself, the raptors of Jurassic World were
let loose in Waterloo last June. JCDecaux and Universal dropped them right in the
middle of the station, in a live integrated campaign that likely brought out the kid in
many a commuter (judging by the fact that selfies with the dinosaurs were trending
in London by 8.50am!). There were a lot of neat extra details in this campaign to
make J
‘ urassic World brought to life’ in the station, and the team of 100 who worked
overnight seem to have gone to a lot of effort to install all the many synced screens
and branded zones that make this project. They even went so far as to have park
rangers handing out maps of Waterloo, which is a fun, immersive touch.
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OOH People’s Choice

Bloomberg
Digital Signage, Times Square
creativepool.com/bloomberg

Client
Morgan Stanley

As you can imagine Times Square gets a lot of foot
traffic, to the tune of half a million daily visitors,
and being so utterly chaotic with all manner
of outdoor displays, it’s not an easy space to
dominate. Bloomberg tackle this with 7 bespoke
fully synchronized displays covering 13,000
square feet - a full city block wide - wrapping
around Morgan Stanley’s global headquarters on
Broadway. The boards link to a system running
Bloomberg’s data on market and news information,
dynamically generating playlists that generate
over 2,000 distinct pieces of content a day. The
content’s handsome cinematic visualisations are
by Framestore, with everything working together in
real-time is very satisfying to watch.

Credits:
VFX: Framestore
Account Manager: Carl Fischer
Global Creative Director: Damian Totman
Executive Producer: Adam Jenkins
Project Manager: Nell Eberhardt
2D Animator: Fede Saenz
Creative Director: Lutz Vogel
2D Animator: Brian Sensebe
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Creativepool, along with our friends at Ground Control and
Massive Music, brought you Agency Cribs, a unique series of
online videos taking you behind the scenes at a number of
top agencies. The shop’s creative leaders act as our navigators
through the offices, cafeterias, work spaces and play rooms to
give you a sneak peek into where the magic happens.
In advertising, it’s perfectly natural to have an inquisitive
nature, and to harbour a desire to peek behind the curtain
every once in awhile. Now, we finally have that chance! Last
year, we kicked off the official launch of our exciting new
collaborative project that throws open the front doors of some
of the most exciting agencies in adland.
The first three episodes of our new series take you backstage
in the London offices of agencies SapientNitro, jones knowles
ritchie and Cheil. There are more to come, though, so stay
tuned for the next episode!

AGENCY
CRIBS
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Packaging

Judges

Ian Ritchie
Executive Creative Director, jones knowles ritchie
creativepool.com/ianritchie

Mark Artus
CEO, 1HQ Brand Agency
creativepool.com/MarkArtus

Tony Connor
Creative Director, Bulletproof
creativepool.com/tonyconnor

Stuart Humm
Creative Director, Coley Porter Bell
creativepool.com/StuartHumm

Andrew Lawrence
Executive Creative Director, Elmwood
creativepool.com/andrewlawrence
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Packaging

jones knowles ritchie
Budweiser
creativepool.com/jkr
Client
AB InBev
Credits:
For anyone, it must be daunting to re-style a well-loved brand with a long
heritage. Not so for jones knowles ritchie, who neaten and simplify this
iconic brand superbly, even on the can, which to many can be a tricky
format to design for. This project is a case of an icon reinvented well, with
an execution that feels contemporary and relevant but retains knowing
nods to brand heritage; gone is the clutter, but the traditional values
remain.

Managing Director: Sara Hyman
Creative Director: Tosh Hall
Design Director: Paul Sieka
Design Director: Danny D’Arcy
Design Director: Andy Baron
Designer: Gus Cook
Typographer: Ian Brignell
Retoucher: Matthew Coluccio
Global Account Director: Matt Bevington
Account Director: Phil Buhagiar
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Packaging

jones knowles ritchie
Budweiser Liberty
creativepool.com/jkr
Client
AB InBev

‘In 1876, two American icons were born, the Statue of Liberty and
Budweiser beer.’ Budweiser and jones knowles ritchie’s partnership
continues, this time with a seasonal rebrand that celebrates summer.
Their design solution marries the beer with the statue, and it’s big,
bold and beautiful.

Credits:
Managing Director: Sara Hyman
Creative Director: Tosh Hall
Design Director: Danny D’Arcy
Designer: Gus Cook
Illustrator: Malika Farve
Global Account Director: Matt Bevington
Account Director: Phil Buhagiar

“The masters of knowing what to leave
off a design to make it work harder.”
/ Mark Artus
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Packaging

Elmwood
Sharper flavour from the land of
contrasts
creativepool.com/elmwood
Client
Arla

Elmwood were challenged to help Arla
introduce an entirely new brand to the
already-crowded UK yoghurt market.
They built an Icelandic story for the
brand, and they link the country’s calm
and peaceful exterior hiding a country
full of idiosyncratic beauty with Skyr ‘under its pure, innocent surface lies a
surprising world of refreshing textures
and flavours’, they say. The result is an
incredibly expressive, clear and beautiful
piece of packaging.

Credits:
Agency: Wieden + Kennedy
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Packaging
People’s Choice

Bulletproof
Haywards
creativepool.com/bulletproof
Client
Haywards

New branding for Haywards means
coming up with something striking,
clever and single-minded. Bulletproof
tick the boxes with not only a
freshening and simplification of the
product logo inspired by vintagestyle typography of Latino art with 3D
detailing, but also a fork-and-dial ‘tango-meter’ that indicates how much kick
to expect from each jar.

Credits:
Designer: Alison Mehta
Design Director: Lauren Connor
Associate Creative Director: Donna West

“Much better branding, and [I] really like
the addition of the pickle scale.”
/ Andrew Lawrence
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POWER YOUR
COMPANY’S CREATIVITY
Shutterstock Premier: The all-in-one content
platform for your creative team.

premier.shutterstock.com
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Photography

Judges

David Birkitt
Founder, DMB
creativepool.com/davidbirkitt

Paul Barbera
Photographer, EW Agency
creativepool.com/PaulBarbera

Richard Macien-Clarke
Owner, RMClarke Photography
creativepool.com/rmclarkephotography

Adele Rider
Director, Shoot Group
creativepool.com/adelerider

Charlotte Morgan
Founder, Morganlockyer
creativepool.com/charlottemorgan
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Photography

Ernest Otoo
Tabula Rasa
creativepool.com/ernestotoo
Own Brief
This collaborative project between art director Ernest Otoo and photographer Andy Pilsbury
combines high-speed photography and ethereal soundscapes. The photographs become
surreal landscapes, as ink makes contact with water. These beautiful results are mesmerising
and hypnotic, seeking to capture the essence of colour.

Credits:
Photographer/ Filmmaker: Andy Pilsbury
Art Director: Ernest Otoo
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Photography

JSR represents
Perou
Coulrophobia
creativepool.com/jsragency
Personal Project with MAC

Creative management agency JSR
present Perou’s latest personal project,
created in collaboration with MAC
cosmetics. The looks in these striking
self-portraits were created by worldclass make up artists (and Marilyn
Manson), who were asked to interpret
the face of a clown – however they liked.

“Really inspired. I’ve seen Perou’s self
portraits before but this is the best yet.
Great idea brilliantly executed.”
/ Adele Rider
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Photography

House of Juba
represents Jenny
Lewis
One Day Young
creativepool.com/houseofjuba
Own Brief

Published by the brilliant Hoxton Press,
portrait photographer Jenny Lewis has
spent the last five years taking photos
of Hackney mothers and their newborns
within 24 hours of their birth. Aiming
to show that childbirth is a positive
experience, One Day Young shows the
resilience and reliance both mother and
child embody. Lewis has shot over 150
subjects for this project, celebrating
diversity, the East End and, above all,
motherhood.

“I love this project, really lovely
idea [and] well executed.”
/ Charlotte Morgan
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Photography
People’s Choice

Marta Kochanek
Dressed for Work
creativepool.com/martakochanek
Client
Birmingham Royal Ballet

As Birmingham Royal Ballet approached
their 25th anniversary, photographer
Marta Kochanek captures the magic
that goes into making ballet happen.
Work clothes can mean dark suits and
sensible shoes – but here, fancy dress
takes over. The bodies of the dancers
are celebrated, and sculpted. This is
a day in the life of these ballerinas,
and their determination, strength and
passion shines through.

Credits:
Photographer: Marta Kochanek
Photographer: Barbara Gibson
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Product / Industry

Judges

Jamie Finn
Product Innovation, Dojo-labs
creativepool.com/jamiefinn

Daniel Gava
Managing Director, Arper UK
creativepool.com/DanielGava

Gabriel Blanchet
Co-founder & CEO, Grove Labs
creativepool.com/GabrielBlanchet

Dominic Burke
Associate Partner & Managing Director, Webb DeVlam
creativepool.com/DominicBurke

Mathew Bates
Design Director, Design Partners
creativepool.com/MathewBates
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Product / Industry

Bjorn van den Hout
Chargeboard
creativepool.com/bjornvandenhout
Own Brief

Bjorn van den Hout is a devoted long-boarder, and for his final year project at the Willem de
Kooning Academy in Rotterdam he created the Chargeboard. Green energy is at the heart of
this product, as van den Hout creates a longboard that generates its own electricity through
two dynamo’s when skating and stores it away into a power-box. Flip the board (with any level
skating skills you’ve got) and it turns into a docking station, where you can charge your phone
or play music. Counter-culture and environmentalism? We’re in.
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Product / Industry

Alexander Matthams
KAY - The assistive jar-opening device
creativepool.com/AlexanderMatthams
Own Brief
KAY is an assistive jar-opening device, designed to promote independent living. Allowing
the user to perform the task and not rely on assistance or the use of electronic devices (or
the strongest person in the vicinity). This is design built for independence and user control,
breaking down the stigma often associated with assistive aids. Design is important, as styling
and material choices means KAY makes a statement in the kitchen too.
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Product / Industry

Wael Seaiby
PLAG
creativepool.com/waelseaiby
Own Brief

Plastic bags are dangerous to the environment. But still,
a million are used every minute around the world, with an
average of 93% ending up in landfills. Enter PLAG, a product
which takes advantage of all this free plastic. It’s up-cycling
with a social conscience, as throwaway bags
are turned into valuable objects: hand-worked vessels that
look like ceramics. They’re beautiful objects, and help the
planet too.
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Product / Industry

People’s Choice

Priyanka Shah

Credits

Household Objects
creativepool.com/Priyankatextiledesigner

Textile Designer: Priyanka Shah
Photography: Bijan Shrestha

Own Brief

Priyanka Shah specialises in 3D mixed media and digital
designing. Her 3D Household Objects are fresh, exciting... and
inspired by Ikea. Aiming to develop a day-to-day item that
used a geometric contemporary structure and bright, neon
colours, Shah has created pieces that wouldn’t look out of
place in the home, office or public spaces.
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Production

Judges

Jonathan Butcher
Owner, Private View
creativepool.com/PVUK

Sædís Kolbrún Steinsdóttir
Event Producer & Manager, TrueNorth
creativepool.com/saedis

Paul Tremain
Content Director & Head of Content Leads, MediaCom
creativepool.com/paultremain

Cameron Watson
Creative Group Head, King James
creativepool.com/CameronWatson

Bogdan Petkovic
Partner & Executive Producer, Emote Productions
creativepool.com/bogdanpetkovic
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Production

Riff Raff Films
Finish “Dishes”
creativepool.com/riffrafffilms
Client
Finish

In this tongue-in-cheek ad, every
aspect of human life exists: life, death,
marriage, divorce… and dishes. Striking
a brilliant tone between humour and
reality, this chore becomes part of the
fabric of the everyday. Riff Raff Films
bring this concept to life with enough
wit to make the grandiose approach
really work.

Credits:
Agency: Wieden+Kennedy
Production: Riff Raff Films
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Production

Great Guns
Preacherman
creativepool.com/greatguns
Client
Decca Records

This film for Melody Gardot, signed with Decca Records, is
so much more than a music video. Inspired by the racially
motivated murder of Emmett Till, a 14-year-old boy who
was killed in 1955, this film is poignant and fierce. Made in
association with the Emmet Till Legacy Foundation, which
educates young children about racism in the United States, it
is a powerful way of showing how film and music can teach.

“Excellent research, good sound of
cicadas and throughout, never easy
filming in or around water or swampland
with expensive equipment, inclusion of
non excessive, but effective drone shot,
tech points for filming in the rain. Strong
casting and acting which must be in part
due to excellent direction. Good shot of
non cute dog. Inclusion of general store
to fit with historic events. A very strong
story and link to the music”
/ Jonathan Butcher

Credits:
Record Label: Decca
Commissioner: Cynthia Lole
Film Production: Great Guns
Director: Calum MacDiarmid
Producer: Jonathan Ker / Tim Francis
Photography: Sy Turnbull
Editor: James Demetriou
Colourist: Matt Hare
Sound Design: Dugal MacDiarmid @ Third Wave
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Production

Great Guns
Poo Face
creativepool.com/greatguns
Client
Pampers

Credits:
Agency: Saatchi & Saatchi
Creatives: Ben Mills, Matt Butterfield
Creative Director: Kate Stanners
Agency Producer: Anne O’Neill
Directors: Olly Blackburn
Production Company: Great Guns
Exec Producers: Sheridan Thomas, Laura Gregory
Producer: Tim Francis
Director of Photography: Nanu Segal
Production Design: Marie Lana
Editor: Andy Phillips, James Demetriou
Post Production: Rushes
Grade: Simone Grattarola

It’s a brave production company that takes on the babies – but global
media production company Great Guns are fearless. Pooface is the first
film created for Pampers Wipes ‘Don’t Fear The Mess!’ campaign, and it’s
nothing less than epic. Set to Strauss and in slow motion, we watch as
ten babies prepare to poop. It’s funny, sweet and a little odd – perfectly
encapsulating Pamper’s message and definitely raises a smile.
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Production

Blair Barnette
Cahoots - No Money
creativepool.com/blairbarnette
Client
YouTube Music Awards

Who doesn’t love a public display of
love? And add in a dash of over the top
Americana and a big brass band, and
you’ve got yourself a super-charged
Valentine. This was the Blair Barnette
vision, and boy did she pull it off. She
was commissioned to create this
extravagant visual homage to love
for the 2015 YouTube Music Awards,
featuring YouTube supergroup Cahoots.

“Well crafted production that deserves
its 1 million plus views.”
/ Cameron Watson

People’s Choice
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Publishing

Judges

James Cartwright
Editor & Art Director, Human After All
creativepool.com/jdmcartwright

Darren Rogers
Founder & Creative Director, Forth Studio
creativepool.com/DarrenRogers

Andrew Thomas
Publishing Editor, Transform Magazines
creativepool.com/AndrewT

Charlotte Heal
Owner, Charlotte Heal Design
creativepool.com/charlottehealdesign

Pari Blackbeard
Head of Marketing, Fedrigoni UK
creativepool.com/PariBlackbeard
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Publishing

SNASK
Häng Konsten Lågt
creativepool.com/SNASK
Client
Karolina Modig

Häng Konsten Lågt takes you through
the first-time thrill of buying art,
interspersed with interviews from
prominent members of the art world.
The design might be simple and easy
to approach, but it’s also beautiful,
with pearly hues and artistic flourishes
dotted throughout. Their editorial
approach means it’s more than just an
art book – it’s the kind of publication
anyone could pick up and flick through.
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Publishing

Wild Billy and Crazy Dave
Little Atoms
creativepool.com/wildbillyandcrazydave
Client
89up Ltd

If you’re a podcast fanatic, you’ll already have heard of the long-running Little
Atoms. Wild Billy and Crazy Dave have brought it to print, creating a strong visual
identity and taking into account their penchant for long-form writing. As 89up
Ltd put it: “The design team must never lose sight of the fact that words are king”.
And they don’t – although the visual cues take in everything from ‘50s technology
to brutalist architecture, the design has a light touch and an intriguing quality.
Definitely a publication to lose yourself in.
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Publishing

The District
Undergraduate Prospectus: Norwich University of the Arts
creativepool.com/thedistrict
Client
Norwich University of the Arts

Proving that undergrad publications can look slick and
editorial, The District have rewritten the rulebook with the
Norwich University of the Arts publication. From quality
paper stocks to glossy photographs, this is a high-end and
highly visual piece of work. It still retains the heart and soul
of the university too, with personal content and pictures of
the campus. Post prospectus, NUA reported 7% growth in
applications over the previous year.

Credit:
Design: The District
Art direction: Matt Bagnall
Photography: Owen Richards
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Publishing
People’s Choice

Forth Studio
10th Anniversary Book
creativepool.com/forthstudio
Client
Founders Forum
This publication, celebrating Founders
Forum’s ten year anniversary as
thought-leaders in the European tech
scene, is eye-catching to say the least.
Forth Studio’s eye for detail means
that even when using a super-colour
like neon green, there’s always smaller
elements to be surprised by. Forth
managed the editorial and design of
the book, and the content filled with
the likes of Arianna Huffington, Richard
Branson and Daniel Ek. Basically – they
knocked it out the park on this one.

Credit:
Creative Director: Darren Rogers
Senior Designer: Jonathan Roberts
Designer: Oliver Williams
Editor and Writer: Jon Bernstein
Managing Editor: Siobhan Keam
Feature Writer: John Willman
Sub-editor: Yo Zushi
Project Manager: Poppy Gaye
Project Assistant: Susannah Bains

Monotype
How do you create a custom typeface?
Creativepool’s typography partner, Monotype,
take us through their work for noted illustrator
Sir Quentin Blake and his team to recreate his
handwriting as a bespoke typeface.

Background
If there’s one word that comes to mind when
thinking of Sir Quentin Blake’s work, it’s joy. As
one of the world’s most eminent and well-loved
illustrators, his art — whether found in his famous
collaborations with Roald Dahl, in his own range of
award-winning books, or hanging in exhibition halls
— has helped hundreds of characters leap from the
page and into people’s hearts the world over.
His playful style is particularly evident in his
handwriting. With its distinctive forms and irregular
placement it is very, undeniably, his, and is often
just as much in demand as his illustrations, whether
it’s for the cover of a book, publication, or other
commercial work. In addition, he’s a long-standing
supporter of many charities and projects and is
regularly asked to write out names or phrases to
be displayed as a sign of his support. He is, not
surprisingly, a busy man.

Quentin Blake’s handwriting samples

A typeface in the style of his writing had been
created for use in publishing some years ago but,
as time went by, its limitations had become more
noticeable. Blake and his team looked to Monotype
to create a new typeface that could help lessen
the weight of demand on his time and meet a wider
variety of needs.
The challenge
Take a look at your handwriting and you’ll be able
to spot the details that make it uniquely yours,
whether it’s the arc of a nine, a sharp cross on
a t, or a loop on a g. For the new typeface to be
a success it would need to mimic Blake’s own
idiosyncrasies: the small and varying lowercase
height, the unpredictable stroke thickness, the
exaggerated crossbars and tails. It would need to
be flexible too, capturing the same rhythm and

Examples of Quentin Blake’s name generated in
various ways using subtly different alternatives.

spacing he would include when laying out a piece of lettering
by hand. And it would need to accommodate a demand for
international languages to help meet more time-consuming
challenges.
The brief was simple, if challenging: to create a typeface that
reflects the unique form of Blake’s writing in an authentic,
natural way; not just the shape of the letters but the way he
chooses to place them.
The solution
Starting with Blake’s original inkings, Monotype type designer
Toshi Omagari set about selecting and redrawing individual
letters, numbers and symbols, but it soon became apparent
that using this technique lost some of the flow of the original
handwriting. Toshi went back to Blake for more samples, this
time written in sentences and pangrams.
From these, he selected four subtly different alternates for
each character that, combined, would make the text look
authentic while keeping the glyph set manageable. The
importance was in finding the balance between variety and
regularity: “Without variants, handwriting fonts run the risk
of looking unnatural; too many and the process can become
unmanageable,” explains Toshi. “Quentin’s writing is anything
but regular but it’s not totally random either. There’s something
you can find in it to say that it’s his — just as no single cloud is
identical to another and has no definite shape, when you find
one in the sky you can still tell it’s a cloud.”
Each of the alternate characters was selected on the basis of
size, similarity and clarity: not being too large or small, not too
similar, the ink not too smudged. Where needed, additional
glyphs for characters that couldn’t be captured consistently,
mainly infrequent non-English letters and uncommon
symbols, were drawn in Blake’s style. The overall appearance
needed to be natural: “I didn’t want anything to look too
unique, especially the vowels which appear more frequently,
because people would notice the ones that stand out, notice
them repeated, and realise it’s a font,” adds Toshi. “It had to

look random, and it had to hide the fact that it’s not his actual
handwriting.”
This same principle applied to kerning, with Toshi taking care
not to regularize spacing too much in order to maintain the
writing’s characteristics. This was no mean feat; four sets of
variants meant each glyph was first kerned against the others
in its own set, and then against the glyphs in the other sets (in
total, the kerning was tested in nearly 25 permutations). Any
ligatures were carefully balanced, while letters like t, whose
trailing, longer bars were more difficult to place, were adjusted
to touch nicely against neighboring characters.
The finished typeface doesn’t just look like Sir Quentin Blake’s
writing, it acts like it too. As a letter is typed, each one of
the four variants appears in an order that avoids repetition
of the same shape, making it appear random. For print use,
a roughness filter has been applied to give an authentic
handwritten finish, while the web version has a cleaner outline
and smaller character set to achieve a reduced file size. The
addition of diacritical characters to cover Latin alphabets
means it’s ready to take on broader challenges.
His team is hopeful the typeface will meet any needs and
ideas that come up now and in future. It’s already been
used in an app called Twit or Miss, on the television program
Britain’s Favourite Children’s Books, and will soon be found on
a series of new mugs and the Quentin Blake website. In the
long term they’re optimistic it will have uses within screen
and stage environments as well as for exhibition titles and
graphics. It’s an integral part in helping ensure his handwriting
continues to be enjoyed for years to come.
For now it allows Blake more flexibility and, importantly,
he has a typeface he’s happy with, as he explains: “I have
been impressed by the way that Monotype interpreted my
handwriting in various forms, so that it has the distinctive
characteristics but at the same time is eminently usable as a
typeface in any number of situations.”
monotype.com
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Typography

Judges

Mark Richardson
Founder & Creative Director, Superfried
creativepool.com/markrichardson

James Hurst
Executive Strategic Creative Director, DesignStudio
creativepool.com/jameshurst

Simon Tomlin
Creative Designer, Publicis
creativepool.com/SimonTomlin

Don Smith
Executive Creative Director, Realise
creativepool.com/donsmith

Oskar Lübeck
Founder & Executive Creative Director, Bold Scandinavia
creativepool.com/OskarLubeck
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Typography

Monotype
Type Reinvented
creativepool.com/monotype
Own Brief

Type Reinvented valiantly tackles
responsive digital design - viewing it
through a typographical lens. Monotype
and FIELD teamed up for this series of
engaging, immersive and interactive
installations built for three influential
international events.
A flowing, visual experience, Type
Reinvented demonstrates the versatility
of type on both page and screen by
encouraging visitors to interact with and
explore the dynamism and fluidity of the
medium, using motion-controlled visuals
and sound to adaptively bring words to life.
Each installation plays with the idea of
typography as an emotive, responsive and
adaptive means of communication, and it’s
breathtakingly beautiful.

“Love the flexible digital first approach.
Type thinking for today.”
/ James Hurst

Credits:
Digital Agency: FIELD.io
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Typography

Fontsmith
FS Millbank
creativepool.com/fontsmith
Own Brief
Fontsmith’s brief was to create a signage
typeface that would rival the small
clutch of tried and tested fonts in this
discipline where over-familiarity means
they no longer feel contemporary and
relevant. Millbank provides the perfect
solution whenever optimum readability
is absolutely essential. Crafted for pure
clarity, the overall result is a font with its
own distinctive beauty.
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Typography

Superfried
BLK LTR Series
creativepool.com/superfried
Own Brief

Mark Richardson (aka Superfried) aims to develop
a new, experimental but completely legible set
of characters based on the signature blackletter
forms. Each letter was developed as a one-off,
meaning the shapes take on a life of their own. To
date Superfried has released 15 families featuring
29 fonts, and we can’t wait to see what other
experiments he has up his sleeve.

“This is a stunning typeface. Lovely take
on a classic cut.”
/ James Hurst

Credits:
Creative Director: Mark Richardson
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Typography

Fran Mendez
36 Days of Type Numbers
creativepool.com/franmendez
Own Brief

Fran Mendez is a multi-disciplinary visual designer from Spain, whose experiments for 36 Days
of Type worked with fonts from a purely alphabetical and numerical perspective, meaning each
design’s flourishes and visual tics are laid side by side. Mendez’s numbers stand out from the
crowd, as their inspired pointillism gives a feeling of dizzying movement.

People’s Choice
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Wave

Judges

Kerrie Finch
Founder, FinchFactor
creativepool.com/KerrieFinch

Conor Brady
Chief Creative Officer, Critical Mass
creativepool.com/ConorBrady

Duncan Morrison
Managing Director, Nice & Serious
creativepool.com/duncanmorrison

Ruthie Holloway
Creative Director, Beautiful Crime
creativepool.com/ruthieholloway

Danny Miller
CEO, Human After All
creativepool.com/DannyMiller
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Wave

ais London
Fightback
creativepool.com/aisLondon
Client
Alzheimer's Research UK

Dementia is fast becoming recognized as the biggest health
crisis of the 21st Century, and Alzheimer’s Research UK
wanted to stand out, raise awareness and establish the
charity as the authority on dementia research. Enter ais
London, whose campaign created an ad out of over 30 years
of documentary footage. Famous faces like Terry Prachett
brought home how anyone can be affected by the disease.
The integrated campaign made huge waves, earning the
charity its first ever entry in the Charity Index’s top ten list.

“Great campaign, and executed really
well with involvement from well-known
faces over a backdrop of energetic ‘get
up and do something’ music. I like the
elements of repetition and the shots of
the brain. Powerful words from many
about what Alzheimer’s can do to us.”
/ Ruthie Holloway
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Wave

Joe Gilbert
Streets in the Sky
creativepool.com/joegilbert
Own Brief
Award-winning documentary filmmaker
Joe Gilbert has made a stunning film,
celebrating the final chapter in the
Robin Hood Gardens estate in East
London. A stalwart example of Brutalist
architecture and 1960s social dreams,
its unique design hasn’t been enough
to save the estate from demolition.
Experts Timothy Brittain-Catlin and Amy
Frearson frankly discuss design and
social issues, as Gilbert’s camera roves
through the estate and beatifies in its
black and white stillness.

“Beautifully shot. Every frame is a still in
itself. It captures a moment in time really
well and something that generations in
the future will get a lot of value from.”
/ Conor Brady
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Wave

Blair Barnette
Down Here
creativepool.com/blairbarnette
Client
John Grant

Blair Barnette transports us back to ‘70s suburbia in this music
video for John Grant. Full of longing, dreamy sequences and
synchronized swimming, the story might not be a typical
account of backwater dreams but it certainly evokes a journey
of self-discovery. A simple tale is made epic and poignant,
giving us more from a music video than we might expect.

Credit:
Designer: Blair Barnette
Director: Lisa Gunning
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Wave People’s Choice

REN
Gender Bender
creativepool.com/renagency

REN’s approach is “innovation meets
cool”, and nothing could sum that up
more than this short film. Produced in
association with Tirade magazine, this
fashion film pushes the boundaries
of gender bending. Chiming in with
an important conversation, this film
leverages androgyny to visually explore
what it means to be gender neutral. In
a club full of characters, each exploring
their individuality, a morphing occurs
between alter egos as the night takes
over. A film with heart and soul.

Credit:
Focus Puller: Benn Peacock
Hair Artist: Joana Neves
Runner: Ivan Spasov
Executive Producer: Bella Hollamby
Creative Director: Mayling Wong
Director: Ethan Graham
Stylist: Alex Baker
Director of Photography: James Melrose
Makeup Artist: Lauren Reynolds
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Web

Judges

Tom Seymour
Creative Lead, Google Creative Lab
creativepool.com/tomseymour

Tim Brown
Executive Creative Director
creativepool.com/TimBrown

Chris Jones
User Experience Director, Blueleaf
creativepool.com/ChrisJones1

Nick Turner
International Creative Director, Razorfish
creativepool.com/NickTurner

Matija Vujovic
CEO & Creative Director, Kitchen Prague
creativepool.com/MatijaVujovic
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Web

Google Creative Lab
Inside Abbey Road
creativepool.com/googlecreativelab
Client
Bethan Lewis

Is there a more iconic studio than Abbey Road? Google
Creative Lab came up with the ideal way to curate 80
years of content. With interactive elements, a faithful
adherence to Abbey Road’s heritage and social media
support from the music community, this website let
music fans behind the scenes of history. An authentic
and thoughtful approach to using the likes of Google
Maps, YouTube and Google Play to bring music to life.

Credit:
Creative Lead:
Tom Seymour
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Web

AKQA
Don’t Look Away
creativepool.com/akqa
Client
Usher / Tidal

A powerful and innovative way to highlight racial
profiling and violence, giving a longevity to the lives
of victims’ stories after the 24-hour news cycle
lost interest. AKQA developed a website with Tidal,
that used facial recognition technology. Viewers
had to stare the victims of social injustice (such
as Travyon Martin) in the face, if they look away –
Usher’s track ‘Chains’ stops. The video earned 500
million impressions, and a raft of media coverage.
Techonologically brilliant as it is, it was the
poignancy of this campaign that really stuck out.

“Brilliantly innovative, strong simple
message executed beautifully. One that
I’ll remember.”
/ Chris Jones
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Web

Nice and Serious
Catswing
creativepool.com/niceandserious
Client
Shelter

A tongue-in-cheek approach to the spiraling costs of London’s housing market.
The property crisis was highlighted by Nice and Serious in a game that allowed
Londoners to enter their post code to find out how much it would cost to swing
a cat in their own neighbourhood. Supporting Shelter’s campaign to build more
affordable homes in London, this was a funny take on a serious issue and received
around 25,000 hits. As a result, over 2000 people pursued more information by
visiting Shelter’s petition; with around 25% committing their signatures to the cause.
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Web

People’s Choice

INK Digital Agency
Experience the Exceptional
creativepool.com/inkdigital
Client
Princess Yachts

Their fully responsive, multi-lingual site for Princess
Yachts is a visually striking website. Filled to the
brim with content, users can go on a seamless
and customised journey without ever stepping
out to sea. With homepage views increasing by
84%, and users spending 34.6% longer on the site,
the overhaul translated across social and referral
traffic. What a great way to celebrate the brand’s
50th anniversary!

“Great looking site. Beautiful photography
and simple UI and design.”
/ Tom Seymour
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The
Black Cab
Interviews

The Black Cab Interviews started in London in 2014. For the last
two years Michael Tomes, Founder of Creativepool, has been
taking individuals from the creative sector and picking their
brains during cab rides around London, some to work, some on
their way to a pitch, and some just on a little jaunt around the
city. We discuss their work, their careers, and what they think in
general about the industry.
London
“Happy, confident, creative people produce better work.”
/ Emma de la Fosse, CCO EAME, OgilvyOne
“Not necessarily the people who make the best creative ads
make the best creative leaders. You need to make other people
feel relaxed...I remember being taught... if you don’t know what
to do, don’t let anyone else know you don’t know what to do, do
something, create momentum, point over there and say that’s
where we’re going.”
/ Al Young, CCO, FCB Inferno
“The one thing I probably tell myself is that you can’t do
everything”
/ Charlie Sells, CD & Founder, Jelly London
Singapore
Creativepool are media partners of Singapore’s Spikes Asia
Festival of Creativity, and in August of 2015 Creativepool
Magazine took its London Black Cab Interviews there for
exclusive interviews with the festival’s best speakers. We
interviewed them as they travelled across the city, once again
from the comfort of one of London’s black cabs.
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“The best advice always sounds cliche, for example, always
keep your curiosity at a very high level, across age, the older
you get the more important it will be.”
/ Carol Lam, CCO & Managing Partner, Saatchi & Saatchi Hong
Kong
“I still get my fingers dirty...”
/ Reed Collins, CCO, Ogilvy & Mather Hong Kong
“Equip yourself and find a good open, learning environment.
The first job is the most important... If I should give advice to
young people, you should be aiming at not hating your client!”
/ Kitty Lun, Chairman/CEO, Lowe Worldwide China
New York
And during Advertising Week New York, Creativepool Magazine
took the Black Cab Interviews over the pond for more
exclusive interviews with the event’s speakers in September
2015.
“I have a perverse passion for conferences and conference
carpets, and meeting interesting people.”
/ Lucie Greene, Worldwide Director, The Innovation Group J.
Walter Thompson
“Be confident that one day you will be confident”
/ Laura Fegley, ECD, BBH New York
“The sky is the limit, we don’t know how we are going to
be using the latest technology yet, and I think that’s what
makes life in this industry also exciting. You don’t know what
is coming next, you just have to be hungry enough, poised
enough to go and get it.”
/ Jason Kahner, Partner, Grey New York

serendipity
(n.) finding something good
without looking for it

Serendipity Recruitment
We engage with creative minds and place
them into equally creative companies.
“Setting up Serendipity, I wanted to be different and instil a back
to basics approach: A recruitment business that prides itself on
transparency, real understanding of our clients’ businesses, and
outstanding service to both Employers and the Talent
we represent.” – Zena Alana, Founder
Freelance or permanent, we offer an honest, personable and
specialised recruitment service in the creative and digital space.
Ready to make your next creative hire?
Call us today. Let us exceed your expectations.

www.serendipityrecuitment.com
info@serendipityrecruitment.com
@Serendipity_Rec | 0203 5424913
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Awards Judges
Andrew Day

David Gioiella

Creative Director, mrm-meteorite
creativepool.com/andrewday

Partner/Creative Director & Editor, Northern Lights
creativepool.com/DavidGioiella

Kerrie Finch

Christophe Nutoni

Founder, FinchFactor
creativepool.com/KerrieFinch

Creative Director, Instinct Creatif Communication
creativepool.com/instinctcreatif

Christophe Nutoni

Tosh Hall

Creative Director, Instinct Creatif Communication
creativepool.com/instinctcreatif

Creative Director, jones knowles ritchie New York
creativepool.com/toshhall

Dan Bennett

Rafael Pitanguy

Managing Director, Absolute Post
creativepool.com/danbennett

Creative Vice President/ ECD, Africa Agency
creativepool.com/RafaelPitanguy

James Cross

Dan Bennett

Creative Group Head, McCann Manchester
creativepool.com/JamesCross

Managing Director, Absolute Post
creativepool.com/danbennett

Daniel Gava

David Gioiella

Managing Director, Arper UK
creativepool.com/DanielGava

Partner/Creative Director & Editor, Northern Lights
creativepool.com/DavidGioiella

Sandra Soskic

Jamie Finn

CO-CEO, DDB & Tribal Worldwide, Amsterdam
creativepool.com/SandraSoskic

Product Innovation, Dojo-labs
creativepool.com/jamiefinn

Matt Pye

David Poole

Former Chief Operating Officer, Cheil UK
creativepool.com/mattpye

Group Creative Director, Love Group
creativepool.com/DavidPoole
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Agency of the Year

Agency of the Year
Judges’ Choice for Agency of the Year

Wieden + Kennedy
creativepool.com/wk
Our panel of industry judges cast their clever eyes over the
last year in achievements and accolades from 12 of the best
companies in the industry. This year, independently-owned
creative advertising agency Wieden + Kennedy takes home
the prize. In their calculations, the judges considered the
agencies’ body of work from throughout the year, along with
award wins, account wins and company culture.

“STILL my most favourite agency ever.
Just so consistently awesomely creative
in so many ways, they make me so
darned happy to work in this industry
and keep the thrill of it all alive. You just
never know what they’ll do next, and all
our creatives in our department would
probably join them at the drop of a hat.
That’s not easy to do.”
/ Andrew Day
“Wieden+Kennedy do a lot of work that
makes you jealous.”
/ James Cross

Wieden+Kennedy is one of the largest independent,
creatively-led global agency networks. Founded in Portland
in 1982, and there are now eight international offices including
Amsterdam, Delhi, London, New York, Portland, São Paulo,
Shanghai, and Tokyo, each boasting teams of smart, lovely,
hard-working people.
While Wieden+Kennedy’s core skill is advertising, today its
strengths encompass everything from building mobile apps
to creating life-sized sculptures to developing engaging,
immersive digital campaigns. 2015 saw the network produce
loads of great work true to the spirit of Wieden+Kennedy,
including: Old Spice, ‘Fresher Collection’; Nike, ‘Better For
It’; Delta, ‘Take Off’; Three, ‘#makeitright’; Honda, ‘Ignition’;
Booking.com, ‘Booking Right’, and several other high-profile
campaigns seen the world over.
Wieden+Kennedy’s various international offices consistently
win accolades on a global scale, including Cannes Lions,
D&AD, Effies, One Show, and Andys awards. The network has
set out to continue achieving this in 2016 with several new
business wins — a fresh client pool for whom they’ll develop
impactful, memorable work.

Honourable Mentions
AKQA
creativepool.com/akqa
R/GA
creativepool.com/rga
SNASK
creativepool.com/SNASK
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Agency of the Year

People’s Choice for Agency of the Year

jones knowles ritchie
creativepool.com/jkr

“Absolutely bed-wettingly gorgeous
work, consistently well-executed.
Graphic design lives on strong thanks to
agencies like jones knowles ritchie.”
/ Andrew Day

The Creativepool community chose global design agency
jones knowles ritchie as 2015’s Agency of the Year.
Since 1990, they have partnered with clients big, medium
and small to create what they call ‘brand charisma’. In their
own words, it’s “the indefinable magic that gives one brand a
magnetic pull over another. It’s a philosophy that our agency
has been built on, and one that we believe makes us unique.”
From a small design agency in North London, they have grown
over the years into an international one, now 160 strong with
studios in London, New York, Singapore and Shanghai. They
also no longer just focus on packaging design, having widened
their aperture to include strategic consulting, brand identity
and brand worlds.
jones knowles ritchie are working with some of the world’s
biggest brand owners including AB InBev, Danone, Heinz, Mars
Inc, PepsiCo, Unilever and United Biscuits. In 2015, they were
responsible for the rebrands of a number of iconic names,
among them Budweiser, PG tips, Courvoisier and IRN-BRU. And
within the challenger space, they also launched new brands
Half Hitch Gin, Berrywhite and Nuva.
The high standard of their work for these brands has been
recognised with numerous accolades including the RAR Grand
Prix agency of the year, alongside notable acclaim within the
DBA Effectiveness awards, 2015’s Creativepool Annual, the
Creative Review Annual, The Dieline, Clios, New York Festivals,
Design Week and Pentawards.

Honourable Mentions
Intermarketing Agency
creativepool.com/IntermarketingAgency
Happy Finish
creativepool.com/happyfinish
Momentum
creativepool.com/momentum
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Newcomer of the Year

Newcomer of the Year
Judges’ Choice for Newcomer of the Year

Blair Barnette
creativepool.com/blairbarnette
The judges were unanimous in their praise for Blair Barnette. Originally
from California, Blair is a London-based Production Designer & Art
Director for exhibitions, films, commercials, music videos, live events and
editorials - “The more elaborate and crazy the better!”.
Blair came into the industry from the side - she started out as an actor,
but her desire to create overrode that initial choice (or, as she puts
it, “it turns out I was terrible at acting”). This led her to mix with the
art department more than the actors when hanging around the craft
services table on acting gigs, which in turn led her to begin building sets,
painting murals, and creating props. “It’s important not to have a comfort
zone,” Blair says, which is what inspires her to constantly diversify and try
new things. “If you don’t have crayons, use dirt.”
She also runs an intensive mentoring program to help advance young
women exploring their creative talents. Currently, her “cheeks are hurting
from smiling so much” after finishing a cinemagraph project with Disney
around miniature Star Wars sets that’ll be released into the wild soon.

“Blair is clearly gifted.”
/ Jamie Finn
“Definitely getting stuff done. I like her
energy and enthusiasm. Great that she’s
giving back by mentoring.”
/ Matt Pye
“Blair displays a quirky and entertaining
approach to her work. Great diversity
and an obvious committed enthusiasm,
delivered with confidence.”
/ David Poole
“Blair is an incredible talent who shows
true dedication to her craft, and brings
everyone with her for the journey. An
incredible ambassador for design and
creativity already leading from the front
and with accolades that are genuine,
bona fide acknowledgement of her
achievements to date, and she shows no
sign of slowing down or letting them go
to her head. A formidable, humbling and
inspiring person!”
/ Andrew Day

Our advice: keep an eye out for Blair. You’ll be seeing her again.
“Strong application. Great proof points.
Client support. Nailed it.”
/ Kerrie Finch

Honourable Mentions
Saam Hodivala
creativepool.com/saamhodivala
Gabriel Guedelha
creativepool.com/guedelha
Charlie Moreton
creativepool.com/charliemoreton
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Newcomer of the Year

People’s Choice for Newcomer of the Year

Peter Stylianou
creativepool.com/peterstylianou

Something about him going viral in Greece?
Cyprus-based creative designer Peter Stylianou claims
the honour of our Newcomer’s People’s Choice. In his own
words, Peter is a “24 year old gym addict, burger eater, gamer
and creative designer”. Probably not ranked by order of
importance.
His skills place him at the sweet spot between digital and
print design - with a dash of programming for good measure.
Peter claimed vast swathes of community votes thanks to a
dedicated fanbase sending him viral.
Explains Peter, “My country was so proud that I was the
only Greek-Cypriot in the Newcomer award category that
during the voting, I got interviewed by multiple channels and
newspapers and my name got a lot of publicity.” During the
vote, he appeared in Parathyro for Politis newspaper (one of
the biggest in Cyprus), Sigmalive City Press and ant1iwo, two
publications owned by top TV stations in Cyprus and Greece,
and Must, the country’s largest lifestyle magazine.
Peter is plainly very talented, and this all is likely to mean an
exciting career ahead. You heard it here first.

Honourable Mentions
Theo Davies
creativepool.com/theo
Eduardo Antoli
creativepool.com/eantoli
Nick Bygraves
creativepool.com/nickbygraves
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Influencer of the Year

Influencer of the Year
Judges’ Choice for Influencer of the Year

Daniel Bonner

“... The ideas are simply magic. Daniel’s
work on Spotify is attractive and in
harmony with a ‘less is more’ aesthetic.”
/ Christophe Nutoni

creativepool.com/danielbonner
Daniel has been Global Chief Creative Officer at Razorfish since 2011.
He believes that advertisers and brands shouldn’t be making people
want things, but instead making things that people want. ”To do this,
organisations require transformational ideas, original thinking, pioneering
interaction, digital products and utility-driven services if they are to keep
the promise they make to their audiences and play a meaningful and
indispensable role in their lives,” Daniel says.
As one of the world’s most-awarded Creative Directors, it was Daniel who
led Razorfish to its most-awarded 12 months ever in 2015, with a 100%
increase in wins compared with 2014. These wins included medals of
all colours from Cannes Lions, D&AD, Clio Awards, One Show, LIAA, Art
Directors Club and the Webby Awards, along with a number of coveted
Agency of the Year titles.
This is what grabbed the the judges’ attention, to crown him
Creativepool’s Influencer of the Year.

Honourable Mentions
Ann Wixley
creativepool.com/annwixley
Laura Jordan-Bambauch
creativepool.com/LauraJB
Rafael Pitanguy
creativepool.com/RafaelPitanguy

“When it comes down to influence, and
the focus on work, or rather making
things that people want, Daniel is right
up there. It's hard to find someone
that's at this level and matching, or
even surpassing, his achievements and
accomplishments. I've gone all out and
given him a 10.”
/ Andrew Day
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Influencer of the Year

People’s Choice for Influencer of the Year

Fabio Seidl
creativepool.com/fabioseidl
Fabio Seidl, Group Creative Director at 360i in New York, was
crowned this year’s Influencer of the Year by the Creativepool
community. Up against 95 other shortlistees in the category,
Fabio’s fans engaged in a massive social campaign in Brazil
and New York to drive votes back to him. Over 2,500 votes
were cast to decide the people’s Influencer of the Year, and a
massive 29% of them were for Fabio Seidl.
Originally from Rio, Fabio worked as Creative Director at
Ogilvy Brazil when the office won the Agency of the Year title
in Cannes, and at Africa Sao Paulo when it was the second
most awarded digital agency of the same festival. Before this,
he had a tenure in Europe working for McCann Portugal.
In 2015, as VP/ECD of Leo Burnett Chicago, he won the title
of best US Creative Director at the El Ojo Festival. His recent
awards list includes 17 Cannes Lions and several trophies at
the One Show, D&AD, LIA and a Guinness Book of Records
mention for his ‘Flag’ campaign with the BES Bank. At 360i,
Fabio creates for accounts like Canon, Chevron, Fisher-Price,
Auto Trader, H&R Block and Nestlé.

Honourable Mentions
Hugo Rodrigues
creativepool.com/HugoRodrigues
Lee Pavey
creativepool.com/pavey
Astrid Van Essen
creativepool.com/astridvanessen
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Influencer of the Year Nominees
Adam Graham
Alex Gardner
Andrew Lawrence
Andy Reynolds
Andy Sandoz
Ann Wixley
Anna Campbell
Annette King
Ari Weiss
Astrid Van Essen
Becky McOwen-Banks
Ben Mauro
Betti Esser Wehling
Brandon Frankel
Carl Grinter
Carl Uminski
Carol Lam
Caspian Rabone
Chris Clarke
Dan Shute
Daniel Bonner
Daniele Fiandaca
David Birkitt
David Jenkinson
David Joubert
Dominic Burke
Dominic Goldman
Ed Brooke
Fabio Seidl
Fabrice Van Hellemont
Giles Duley
Graham Wall
Hugo Rodrigues
Ian Perkins
Jason Williams
Jean Lin
João Binda
Joe Wakeford
John Newbold
Jonas Roth
Jonathan Sands
Julian Hernandez
Kenzi Benabdallah
Kitty Lun
Laura Gregory
Laura Jordan Bambauch
Laurent Newman
Lee Pavey

Partner, Cactus
Agent, The Art Works Inc.
Executive Creative Director, Elmwood
Creative Director, Brand Union
Founder, Work Club
Creative Director, OMD UK
Business Development Director, OMD EMEA
CEO, Ogilvy & Mather
Chief Creative Officer, BBH New York
Managing Director, MediaMonks
Creative Director & Partner Creative Equals, FCB Inferno
Senior Concept Designer, NASA
Owner, Betti Berlin Berlin
VP Marketing, Branding & Partnerships, The Windish Agency
Managing Director / Producer / Director, Three Wise Monkeys
Co-founder & COO, Somo Ltd
Chief Creative Officer & Managing Director, DDB Hong Kong
Creative Director, Group Head, Wunderman
Chief Creative Officer, International, DigitasLBi
Managing Partner & Co-Founder, Creature London
Chief Creative Officer, Razorfish Global
Co-founder, Creative Social
Founder, DMB
Creative Director, Elmwood
Executive Creative Director, George Patterson Y&R
Managing Director, Associate Partner, Webb deVlam
Executive Creative Director, GREY London
Head of Leith, Leith
Executive Creative Director, 360i
Art Director, HarderBetterFasterStronger
Photographer, Ew agency
Freelance Design Director, 1HQ Brand Agency
Chief Creative Officer, Publicis Brazil
Executive Creative Director, Name and Name
Chief Creative Officer, Leo Burnett Melbourne
Global CEO, Isobar
Chief Operating Officer, mcgarrybowen
Voiceover artist, Joe Wakeford, UK - British Voiceover Artist
Co-Founder, 383
Creative, Grey London
Chairman, Elmwood
Executive Creative Director, Geometry Global Hong Kong
Sr. Art Director, HEIMAT/TBWA
Former Chairman & CEO, Lowe China
Founder, Great Guns
Creative Partner, Mr President
Art Director & Sr. Creative Artist, Artissimo Designs, LLC
Partner, Electric Theatre Collective

creativepool.com/adamjgraham
creativepool.com/AlexGardner0
creativepool.com/andrewlawrence
creativepool.com/andyreynolds
creativepool.com/AndySandoz
creativepool.com/annwixley
creativepool.com/annacampbell
creativepool.com/AnnetteKing
creativepool.com/AriWeiss
creativepool.com/astridvanessen
creativepool.com/beckymcb
creativepool.com/BenMauro
creativepool.com/BettiEsserWehling
creativepool.com/BrandonRFrankel
creativepool.com/carlgrinter
creativepool.com/CarlUminski
creativepool.com/carollam
creativepool.com/caspianrabone
creativepool.com/chrisclarke
creativepool.com/creaturedan
creativepool.com/danielbonner
creativepool.com/danielefiandaca
creativepool.com/davidbirkitt
creativepool.com/DavidJenkinson
creativepool.com/davidjoubert
creativepool.com/DominicBurke
creativepool.com/dominicgoldman
creativepool.com/EdBrooke
creativepool.com/fabioseidl
creativepool.com/FabriceVanHellemon
creativepool.com/GilesDuley
creativepool.com/GrahamWall
creativepool.com/HugoRodrigues
creativepool.com/ianperkins
creativepool.com/JasonWilliams
creativepool.com/jeanlin
creativepool.com/joaobinda
creativepool.com/joewakeford
creativepool.com/JohnNewbold
creativepool.com/JonasRoth
creativepool.com/jonathansands
creativepool.com/JulianHernandez
creativepool.com/kenzibenabdallah
creativepool.com/kittylun
creativepool.com/lauragregory
creativepool.com/LauraJB
creativepool.com/laurentnewman
creativepool.com/pavey
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Lisa Pritchard
Luke D’Arcy
Luke Innes
Maani Safa
Maksimilian Kallhed
Mandy Merron
Marc Keating
Matt Chapman
Matt Parkes
Matt Pye
Melanie Howard
Melanie Vignon
Michael Olaye
Michael Ventura
Mike White
Mohammad Murad
Nick Turner
Nicki Field
Nicole Yershon
Olga Rozanova
Oliver Marlow
Oskar Lübeck
Paul Bennun
Paul Reynolds
Peter Bosilkovski
Rafael Pitanguy
Rasmus Smith Bech
Renata Florio
Rob & Jon
Robert Doubal
Sam Washington
Scott Dungate
Séamus Begley
Sergio Gordilho
Sheena Jeng
Simon Hathaway
Simon Shaw
Suki Thompson
Suzanne Stahlie
Terry Shortland
Toby Talbot
Tom Seymour
Tosh Hall
Tracey Shirtcliff
Vico Benevides
Wen Ping Ho

Founder, LPA
President, UK, Momentum Worldwide
CEO, Creative Translation
Vice President of Innovation & Creative, Somo Ltd
Founder & Director, The Pop Up Agency
Partner, Kingston Smith
Director of Digital and Innovation, Stein IAS
Founder & Creative Director, Contagious
Global Marketing Director, jones knowles ritchie
Former Chief Operating Officer, Cheil UK
Chair, Future Foundation
Regional Operations Director, DDB Middle East & Africa
Head of Technology & Innovation, Havas London
Founder & CEO, Sub Rosa
Managing Director, ITCH Agency
Graphic Designer, NE Mobile Services Pvt. Ltd.
International Executive Creative Director, Razorfish
Head of illustration, Jelly London
Director, Innovative Solutions, Ogilvy & Mather London
Creative Director, El Colony
Co-founder & Creative Director, Studio TILT
Founder & Executive Creative Director, Bold Stockholm
Chief Creative Officer, Somethin’ Else
Managing Director, MassiveMusic London
Chief Creative Officer, Leo Burnett Sydney
VP & Executive Creative Director, Africa São Paulo
Creative, Grey London
Global Group Creative Director, Ogilvy & Mather North America
Founder & Director, Sawdust
Chief Executive Officer, McCann London
Director, Caviar
Creative Director, Wieden + Kennedy
Retail Creative Director, Momentum Worldwide
Co-president and CCO, Africa
China Chair& Chief Creative Officer, Publicis China
Global Chief Retail Officer, Cheil Worldwide
Chief Creative Officer, H+K Strategies
Co-Founder & CEO, Oystercatchers
Managing Director, FutureBrand
Business Developer, Terry Shortland at Moore
Chief Creative Officer, DDB Sydney
Creative Director, Google Creative Lab
Creative Director, jones knowles ritchie
Founder & CEO, The Virtu Group
Executive Creative Director, Blue Hive
Create Group Head, FCB Kuala Lumpur

creativepool.com/lisapritchardagency
creativepool.com/LukeDArcy
creativepool.com/LukeInnes
creativepool.com/Maani
creativepool.com/maksimilian
creativepool.com/MandyMerron
creativepool.com/marckeating
creativepool.com/MattChapman
creativepool.com/lordparkesey
creativepool.com/mattpye
creativepool.com/MelanieHoward
creativepool.com/MelanieVignon
creativepool.com/magictuscan
creativepool.com/MichaelVentura
creativepool.com/mikewhite
creativepool.com/MohammadMurad
creativepool.com/NickTurner
creativepool.com/nickifield
creativepool.com/NicoleYershon
creativepool.com/OlgaRozanova
creativepool.com/studiotilt
creativepool.com/OskarLubeck
creativepool.com/PaulBennun
creativepool.com/paulreynolds
creativepool.com/PeterBosilkovski
creativepool.com/RafaelPitanguy
creativepool.com/rasmusbech
creativepool.com/RenataFlorio
creativepool.com/sawdust
creativepool.com/RobertDoubal
creativepool.com/samwashington
creativepool.com/ScottDungate
creativepool.com/SeamusBegley
creativepool.com/sergiogordilho
creativepool.com/SheenaJeng
creativepool.com/sihathaway
creativepool.com/simonshaw
creativepool.com/SukiThompson
creativepool.com/SuzanneStahlie
creativepool.com/terryshortland
creativepool.com/TobyTalbot
creativepool.com/tomseymour
creativepool.com/toshhall
creativepool.com/traceyshirtcliff
creativepool.com/VicoBenevides
creativepool.com/WenPingHo
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Foiling in CMYK: now that’s different
On the printed version of this page, the A: dot matrix is spot foiled in silver prior to the
4 colour process background being overprinted onto the foil, giving a high-metallic
CMYK in the foiled areas and conventional CMYK onto white paper in the non-foiled
areas, an effect unacheivable with conventional 4col process or metallic inks
This process is enables a full range of CMYK foil colours and can be used either with
graphics or imagery to produce stunning results. Perfect register is achieved as the print
and foil are run in line on Heidelberg machinery using a process patented in the UK
Visit our website for more information on this
process and to view some of our other work

Ambrose Press
020 3176 2899
ambrosepress.co.uk
creativepool.com/ambrosepress
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